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EDITORIAL

T
he demand for mobility is increasing every year, especially in urban areas. Indeed, public transport rider-
ship has grown significantly over the past ten years and the trend line is up. In order to meet this increasing 
demand, public transport operators have expanded their vehicle fleets, increased their bus, tram and metro 
frequencies, and extended their networks. However, the improvement of public transport services goes 

hand in hand with a growth in energy use, which leads to rising energy bills and greenhouse gas emissions.

Given this situation, five highly motivated European public transport companies (moBiel [Bielefeld], RATP [Paris], 
RET [Rotterdam], TfGM [Manchester] and STIB [Brussels] as lead partner) decided to join forces and reduce car-
bon emissions in public transport. And what better way to do that than by setting up a European project? This 
was the beginning of Ticket to Kyoto (T2K), an amazing four-year INTERREG IVB NWE project combining innova-
tion, transnational knowledge exchanges and engagement.

Thanks to an excellent spirit of teamwork, shared values and responsibilities and above all great mutual under-
standing, the T2K partners succeeded in developing their own strategy to reduce CO2 emissions. To develop 
such a strategy, the partners analysed their CO2 emissions by using a common tool and defining common indica-
tors. They also analysed their own local context in order to find leverage effects. The partnership acted directly 
to reduce energy use and increase energy efficiency through Quick Wins and investments. Last but not least, the 
project partners raised the awareness of internal and external stakeholders on energy consumption through the 
T2K Annual Events, the Energy Week and two public campaigns.

This publication gives an overview of this wonderful technical and human adventure. It summarises the actions 
and good practices that were implemented during the project. In addition, it presents tangible results of energy 
and carbon reductions as well as of energy cost savings. The detailed reports, investment sheets and the annual 
and thematic films are available on the Ticket to Kyoto website: www.tickettokyoto.eu. 

On behalf of the entire Ticket to Kyoto team, we hope you enjoy reading this report.

Marie-Hélène Noel
Ticket to Kyoto Project Manager 

Senior Manager Strategy, STIB, Brussels

Brieuc de Meeûs
CEO, STIB, Brussels
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COORDINATION TEAM

Patricia Remacle
T2K International  
Project Coordinator 
STIB, Brussels

“Thanks to the high quality of 
the technical exchanges, our 
project’s five public transport 
companies have built up a solid 
foundation for low-carbon public 
transport. Working together on 
the carbon footprint and CO2 
strategy allowed us to reach 
results faster. On top of that, 
Ticket to Kyoto has been an 
extraordinary human adventure 
with committed people, resulting 
in concrete and valuable 
achievements.”

Matthew Rostron 
T2K Local Coordinator
TfGM, Manchester

“The delivery of low-carbon 
technology to produce renewable 
energy has demonstrated the 
huge success of Ticket to Kyoto. 
The project has also established a 
unique transnational partnership, 
which will continue joint efforts 
to reduce carbon emissions 
associated with public transport 
for years to come. Through Ticket 
to Kyoto, TfGM has been able to 
make a big impact in reducing 
CO2 emissions from the provision 
of transport services, facilities 
and infrastructure in Greater 
Manchester.” 

Hartwig Meier
T2K Local Coordinator
moBiel, Bielefeld

“It has been a pleasure to work 
with committed people from 
different cities, and different 
company cultures for common 
public transport improvements 
in Europe. We appreciated the 
close collaboration between 
the partners and the fruitful 
knowledge transfer for the 
successful implementation 
of several energy-saving 
investments, in particular 
the braking energy recovery 
systems.”
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Sophie Klein
T2K Local Coordinator
RATP, Paris

“The Ticket to Kyoto partnership 
enabled RATP to implement 
three innovative projects for 
the optimisation of heating and 
cooling systems. This reduced 
considerably our energy 
consumption, the related CO2 
emissions and the costs. The 
transnational cooperation has 
clearly shown that the protection 
of the planet can have significant 
operational, societal and 
economic benefits for a large 
public transport company like 
ours.” 

François-Olivier Devaux
T2K Technical Coordinator
STIB, Brussels

“The Ticket to Kyoto project has 
clearly exceeded expectations in 
at least two fields. It has proved 
that thanks to shared feasibility 
studies and experiences, public 
transport operators can integrate 
new innovative technologies in 
their daily operations. The project 
has also fostered a cultural 
change in the operator’s mindset 
to integrate CO2 emissions at the 
root of their long term strategies.” 

Virgil Grot
T2K Local Coordinator
RET, Rotterdam

“This project has helped put CO2 
reduction permanently on our 
company’s radar. We have gained 
new insights on this subject 
through working with all the 
partners. With our investments 
in braking energy recovery, 
improved energy efficiency 
of stations and our new CO2 
reduction strategy, we hope to 
inspire others and will continue 
to reduce energy use and carbon 
emissions of public transport in 
the Rotterdam area.”
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THE PROJECT

Goal of the project

Ticket to Kyoto (T2K) is a European project, which aimed 
at reducing CO2 emissions in the public transport sec-
tor through more environmentally friendly behaviour 
and improvements to transport-related infrastructure. 

The project ran over four years (2010 to 2014) with a 
budget of around €12 million. It has been co-financed 
by the INTERREG IVB North West-Europe Programme 
(www.nweurope.eu).

Work packages

To reach its goal, the project identified five key action 
plans, delivered within the following work packages 
(WP).

WP1

Achieving Quick Wins
The five partners have implemented easily achievable, 
short-term, energy-saving measures that require mini-
mal investment, referred to as ‘Quick Wins’. 

WP2

Investing to reduce CO2 emissions
More than half of the T2K budget was dedicated to 
investments to improve the energy efficiency of trans-
port infrastructure. The investments focus on: saving 
energy in stations and other infrastructure; heat recov-
ery; energy recovery from braking; and local energy 
production.

WP3

Developing strategic CO2 reduction plans  
for 2020
The partners built a common CO2 footprinting method, 
defined common energy and climate indicators, and 
improved their energy monitoring. They also developed 
a standardised method to implement a CO2 calculator 
in the five partner cities, with a view to informing users 
about CO2 emissions produced when they use public 
transport. This work package was concluded by devel-
oping CO2 reduction strategies until 2020. 

WP4

Optimising policies and regulations for CO2 
reduction measures
Given the interactions between public transport com-
panies and their stakeholders (local governments, 
operators, suppliers, and maintenance contractors), the 
partners developed a vision for improving the policy and 
legal context within which they operate. Benchmarking 
tools were also developed. 

WP5

Mobilising people and industry 
This last work package aimed to encourage T2K part-
ners’ internal and external stakeholders to reduce their 
own energy use and carbon emissions through aware-
ness-raising campaigns and events. Partners shared 
best practice on communication strategies to deliver 
these campaigns and events.

13
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Partners

Five European partners  
that are highly 
representative of the  
public transport sector 
in North-West Europe 
collaborated to set the 
benchmark for tackling 
carbon emissions in 
the provision of public 
transport. 

moBiel | Bielefeld (D)
Providing mobility services for 
325,000 inhabitants of Bielefeld 
and a further 125,000 in the 
surrounding region, moBiel is 
the biggest public transport 
provider in the German region of 
Eastern Westphalia. moBiel is a 
city-owned operator and partially 
the owner of the public transport 
infrastructure. Four light rail lines 
form the backbone of the network 
and pass under the city centre 
through a tunnel section with 
seven underground stations. The 
bus network is formed by 79 lines. 
moBiel aims to increase passenger 
numbers from today’s 56.5 million 
passengers to 100 million per 
year by 2030. This ambitious 
goal should be reached with new 
low-floor tramway lines and line 
extensions. 

RATP | Paris (F)
Created by law of March 21st, 
1948, RATP EPIC1 has a mission of 
general interest to allow each one 
to easily use urban activities in the 
Ile-de-France region. The RATP-
operated multimodal network 
in the Paris Region is one of the 
world’s largest and densest mass 
transit systems: 14 metro lines, 
two RER (regional express train) 
lines, five tram lines, over 350 bus 
lines, and shuttles to two major 
airports. Together they carry 
some three billion passengers a 
year. On a daily basis, more than 
10 million people use the RATP 
network. RATP is responsible for 
its infrastructure networks. It is the 
only operator in France using its 
historical network through a multi-
annual contract with the STIF, the 
Ile-de-France transport authority.

1.  EPIC: National public entity dedicated to 
activities of industrial and commercial nature.
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RET | Rotterdam (NL)
RET is the public transport 
company that provides public 
transport services in the city of 
Rotterdam and its periphery. It 
operates five metro lines, 10 tram 
lines, 58 bus routes and a fast-
ferry service. It predecessor was 
founded in 1878. RET is the main 
operator in the area and also 
maintains the rail infrastructure. 
On a daily basis, almost 600,000 
people use RET’s public transport 
services. Rotterdam is the second 
largest city in the Netherlands and 
largest maritime port in Europe. 
The population of the city was 
around 615,000 inhabitants in 2012, 
whereas the greater Rotterdam 
area is home to more than 
1.2 million people.

STIB | Brussels (B)
STIB is the largest Belgian urban 
public transport company and 
serves the 19 municipalities of the 
Brussels-Capital Region as well as 
11 other outlying municipalities. It 
provides transport for a popula-
tion of over 1,150,000 inhabitants 
and thousands of commuters. 
The STIB network has four metro 
lines, 19 tram lines, 50 bus lines 
and 11 night bus lines. In 2012, the 
Brussels public transport company 
provided 349 million journeys. 
This represents a 6% increase and 
19 million additional journeys over 
the year before. According to fore-
casts, STIB must be able to handle 
415 million journeys by 2017, a 20% 
increase in ridership. 

TfGM | Manchester (UK)
Transport for Greater Manchester2 
(TfGM) is the organisation respon-
sible for implementing local 
transport policy, set by the Greater 
Manchester Combined Authority. 
The Greater Manchester area has 
some 2.5 million inhabitants. TfGM 
is the delivery arm for the elected 
body, responsible for investment 
in improving transport services. 
TfGM is responsible for provid-
ing the facilities and infrastructure 
to support efficient transport 
systems and to enable people to 
make sensible choices regarding 
their transport options. It manages 
22 bus stations around Greater 
Manchester, 12,500 bus stops and 
over 4,000 bus shelters, 76 tram 
stops and 77 km of tram tracks.

2.  At the start of the project, TfGM was known as 
the ‘Greater Manchester Passenger Transport 
Executive’ (abbreviated to GMPTE)
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moBiel RATP RET STIB TfGM

Population  ¡ 325,000 (City of Bielefeld)
 ¡ 1.2 million (Greater Bielefeld area)

 ¡ 2.2 million (City of Paris)
 ¡ 12 million (Greater Paris area)

 ¡ 615,000 (City of Rotterdam)
 ¡ 1.2 million (Greater Rotterdam area)

 ¡ 1.2 million (Brussels-Capital Region)
 ¡ 2.5 million (Greater Brussels area)

 ¡ 2.5 million  
(Greater Manchester area)

Ridership  ¡ 57 million passengers  ¡ 3 billion passengers  ¡ 145 million passengers  ¡ 349 million journeys  ¡ 270.4 million journeys

Staff  ¡ 670 employees  ¡ 42,200 employees  ¡ 2,700 employees  ¡ 7,000 employees  ¡ 650 employees

Transport activities  ¡ 79 bus lines 
 ¡ 4 tram lines

 ¡ 350 bus lines
 ¡ 5 tram lines
 ¡ 14 metro lines
 ¡ 2 regional express train lines (RER)

 ¡ 56 bus lines
 ¡ 10 tram lines
 ¡ 5 metro lines
 ¡ 1 fast ferry line

 ¡ 50 bus lines 
 ¡ 19 tram lines
 ¡ 4 metro lines

 ¡ Overseeing provision of bus, 
train and tram services

 ¡ Management of 22 bus 
interchanges

 ¡ Provision of bus shelters/
stands and passenger 
information

Operator status  ¡ Appointed operator for buses 
and trams

 ¡ Public-owned company
 ¡ Mother company is Stadtwerke 

Bielefeld GmbH (municipal 
energy supplier)

 ¡ RATP is a French public industrial 
and commercial institution (EPIC).

 ¡ RATP is responsible for its 
infrastructure networks 

 ¡ Internal operator for rail services
 ¡ Municipality of Rotterdam owns 

all the shares but the company 
operates independently

 ¡ Internal operator for bus, tram and 
metro services

 ¡ Brussels-Capital Region (Transport 
Minister) is the transport authority

 ¡ Bruxelles-Mobilité acts as the 
executive arm

 ¡ Transport authority

Energy use  ¡ Electricity: 22,700 MWh
 ¡ Fuel: 2.6 million litres

 ¡ Electricity: 1,482,000 MWh 
 ¡ Fuel: 91 million litres

 ¡ Electricity: 110,000 MWh 
 ¡ Fuel: 4.3 million litres 

 ¡ Electricity: 235,000 MWh 
 ¡ Gas: 40,000 MWh
 ¡ Fuel: 13.4 million litres

 ¡ Electricity: 21,000 MWh 
 ¡ Gas: 2.338 MWh

Table 1 – Main informations about the T2K partners (data from 2012)

PARTNERS IN A NUTSHELL
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THE BOOK

Goal of this publication

This book is the final outcome of the Ticket to Kyoto 
project. It gives readers an opportunity to improve 
their knowledge of energy and climate issues in the 
public transport field. It should also motivate transport 
operators and authorities to improve monitoring their 
energy use, develop CO2 strategies and define a road-
map for becoming CO2 neutral in the long term. Lastly, 
the project’s good practices and tangible results 
should convince top managers of a transport company 
that managing energy use is an opportunity to deliver 
cost savings.

How to read this book? 

Starting with the current trends in energy costs and 
climate change, the book gives an overview of all the 
potential actions to be taken by transport compa-
nies, from analysis to planning, to keep control of their 
energy consumption and improve the energy efficiency 
of their services. 

The book comprises four main chapters. Each chapter is 
summarised and illustrated by infographics. For readers 
eager to delve deeper, there is a detailed description of 
the core knowledge on the topic. In addition, best prac-
tices taken from T2K experience highlight the partners’ 
work and successes and how they managed to take up 
the challenge. 

The reader can also refer to five pictograms focusing on 
specific domains of the public transport environment. 
In this way, one can easily find the information more 
related to his daily duties.

A sixth pictogram refers to short-term actions called 
Quick Wins. These Quick Wins show how the energy 
use can be significantly reduced without large invest-
ments by simply optimising existing equipment and 
changing staff behaviour.

The currency exchange rate used in this document is: 
1 GBP = 1.2 EUR (Date: March 2014)

THE BOOK

WORKSHOPS OFFICESSTATIONS COMMUNICATIONVEHICLES

Fig. 1 – Pictograms used in the Ticket to Kyoto book

Fig. 2 – Pictogram of the Quick Wins

QUICK WINS
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Fig. 3 – Structure of the Ticket to Kyoto book
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Reports done by one partner

STIB
 ¾ STIB Carbon and Energy Strategy 2030 (FR, NL, EN) 
 ¾ Eco-renovation of metro stations (EN)

TFGM
 ¾ Feasibility Study into Engaging with Young People 
and Delivering Modal Shift.

 ¾ Sustainable Design & Construction: Study & Toolkit
 ¾ Low Carbon Transport in Greater Manchester
 ¾ Fuel Cell CHP Feasibility Assessment 
 ¾ TfGM Carbon Strategy

Next to these reports, investments sheets describe 
the investments made possible thanks to the Ticket to 
Kyoto project. 

Additional material

Joint partnership reports
 ¾ Quick Wins for reducing energy  
consumption in public transport (report)

 ¾ Quick Wins for reducing energy  
consumption in public transport (brochure)

 ¾ Overview of braking energy recovery technologies 
in the public transport field

 ¾ Saving energy in metro and light rail stations
 ¾ Elaborations CO2 strategies - Specification  
for the trip calculator for Public Transport

 ¾ Elaborations CO2 strategies - Choice and  
analysis of indicators to monitor GHG emissions

 ¾ Elaborations CO2 strategies - Carbon balance
 ¾ Elaborating CO2 strategies – Methodology  
for building a strategy

 ¾ Contextual drivers for CO2 reductions  
in public transport

 ¾ Integrating carbon reduction into  
decision-making and key business processes
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ENERGY PRICES EVOLUTION IN ONLY FIVE YEARS

ENERGY MIX OF THE ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION IN EUROPE

ELECTRICITY FUEL

2007 20072012 2012

+27%
+40%

OIL 
3%

OTHER 
2%

RENEWABLE SOURCES
18%

GAS
23%

COAL
26%

FACTS & FIGURES

Electricity, natural gas and fuel price statistics, European Commission, Eurostat, data from november 2013 for industrial consumers
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CARS CO2 EMISSION

PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
CO2 EMISSION

ENERGY MIX OF THE ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION IN EUROPE

GAS

2007 2012

+32%
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NUCLEAR
28%

2010

2020

2010

140
GR/KM

2005

160
GR/KM

2015
130
GR/KM

95
GR/KM 2020

CO2

CO2/2

EU 27 - Energy key figures, European Commission, Directorate-General for Energy, 2011

Evolution of CO2 emissions from new passenger  
cars, European Environment Agency
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1.1. Climate change

Greenhouse effect
The greenhouse effect is a natural phenomenon that 
supports life on Earth. Several gases, the greenhouse 
gases – GHG, form a barrier around the surface of the 
globe and retain the heat of the Sun reflected by the 
Earth. With this natural greenhouse effect, the mean 
temperature of our planet is 15°C; without it, the mean 
temperature would be -18°C.

The problem is that our current lifestyle generates GHG 
emissions in a quantity significantly greater than the 
planet can recycle. These gases then accumulate in the 
atmosphere and retain more heat than in their natural 
state. This is called the ‘additional greenhouse effect’, 
which causes global warming and alters our climate. For 
decades, GHG emissions have increased and predic-
tions foresee a strong increase in mean temperatures 
globally. 

Kyoto Protocol
The Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement 
linked to the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change, which commits its Parties to set inter-
nationally binding emission reduction targets.

Recognising that developed countries are principally 
responsible for the current high levels of GHG emissions 
in the atmosphere, as a result of more than 150 years of 
industrial activity, the Protocol places a heavier burden 
on developed nations under the principle of ‘common 
but differentiated responsibilities’ (CBDR).

The Kyoto Protocol was adopted in Kyoto, Japan, 
on 11 December 1997 and entered into force on 16 
February 2005. The detailed rules for the implemen-
tation of the Protocol were adopted in Marrakesh, 
Morocco in 2001, and are referred to as the ‘Marrakesh 
Accords’. The first commitment period started in 2008 
and ended in 2012. At the climate conference in 2012 
in Doha, Qatar, the parties agreed to extend the life 
of the Kyoto protocol meaning that a successor to the 
Protocol is set to be developed by 2015 and imple-
mented by 2020.

Commitment to reducing carbon
While the European Union (EU) is making good pro-
gress towards meeting its climate and energy targets 
for 2020, known as the ‘20-20-20’ targets3, an inte-
grated policy framework for the period up to 2030 was 
needed to ensure regulatory certainty for investors and 
a coordinated approach among Member States. The 
framework presented by the European Commission 
on 22 January 2014 seeks to drive continued progress 
towards a low-carbon economy. A centre piece of the 
framework is the target to reduce EU domestic GHG 
emissions by 40% below the 1990 level by 2030. By set-
ting its level of climate ambition for 2030, the EU will 
also be able to engage actively in the negotiations on 
a new international climate agreement that should take 
effect in 2020.

3.  EU leaders have previously made a challenging unilateral commitment that, 
by 2020, Europe will cut its emissions by at least 20% (over 1990 levels), 
source 20% of its energy consumption from renewable sources, and achieve 
a 20% reduction in primary energy use by improving energy efficiency. 

1. CLIMATE ISSUES
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This new target will also ensure that the EU is on a 
cost-effective track towards meeting its objective for 
2050. The EU ’Roadmap for moving to a competitive 
low-carbon economy in 2050’, published in 2011, aims 
to cut the EU’s GHG emissions by 80% by 2050 (com-
pared with 1990 levels). The Roadmap describes how 
this can be achieved through improvements in energy 
efficiency, including transport, and the production of 
’clean’ electricity. Sectors outside the EU Emissions 
Trading Scheme (EU ETS) have for the first time been 
given emission reduction targets at European level. The 
’Effort Sharing Decision’ establishes annual binding 
GHG emission targets for Member States for the period 
from 2013 to 2020. This aims to achieve an overall 10% 
reduction in emissions from the covered sectors by 2020 
(compared to 2005 levels), with each Member State 
making a contribution according to its relative wealth. 
Member States are then left to decide on national tar-
gets and policies to achieve these targets.

T2K partner 
country

Effort sharing target  
(by 2020, on 2005 levels)

Belgium -15%

France -14%

Germany -14%

Netherlands -16%

UK -16%

Table 2 – Effort sharing targets of European Member States by 
2020, European Commission 

“Projects like Ticket  
to Kyoto help us  
to reach our local 
climate campaign 
goals. Our tramways 
now use less traction 
energy, thus making  
a valuable contribution 
to our target of a  
40% CO

2
 emission 

reduction by 2020.”
Anja Ritschel  
Head of Department for environment and 
climate protection, City of Bielefeld

At the regional and local levels, many conurbations 
(cities or regions) have also developed climate change 
strategies and adopted GHG reduction targets. Most 
have however adopted area-wide targets, with only a 
few adopting a breakdown of targets per sector (includ-
ing the transport sector).
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1.2. Transport sector

Current situation
Emissions from the transport sector represented 24% of 
EU greenhouse gas emissions in 2009, with road trans-
port by far the largest contributor. In European urban 
areas, public transport is responsible for around 10% 
of transport-related greenhouse gas emissions. Across 
Europe, 40 to 50% of public transport is already pow-
ered by electricity. Buses however still account for 50 
to 60% of the total public transport provision in Europe 
and 95% of buses run on fossil fuels. 

Transport energy mix
Primary energy production in the EU-27 in 2010 was 
spread across a range of different energy sources, the 

Fig. 4 – Production of primary energy, EU-27, 2010 (Eurostat)

Solid fuels

Nuclear energy

Other

Renewable energy

Crude oil

Natural gas

Solar energy

Geothermal energy

Wind

Hydropower

Biomass & waste

28,5%

19,6%
68%

2%2%

20%

8%

18,8% 11,7%

20,1%

1,3%

most important of which was nuclear energy (28.5% of 
the total)4. Around one fifth of the EU-27’s total produc-
tion of primary energy was accounted for by renewable 
energy sources (20.1%). This was followed by solid fuels 
(19.6 %, largely coal) and natural gas (18.8%). Crude oil 
(11.7%) made up the remainder of the total. Therefore, 
in 2010 the production of primary energy from renew-
able energy sources in the EU-27 surpassed for the 
first time that from natural gas and solid fuels, having 
surpassed crude oil production in 2006.

The overall GHG emissions for the public transport sec-
tor are very dependent on the type of fuels available 

4.  The significance of nuclear fuel was particularly high in Belgium, France and 
Slovakia – where it accounted for more than half of the national production 
of primary energy.
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for vehicles and the energy mix on offer for the elec-
trified network. As a consequence, carbon footprints 
across transport operators will vary depending on the 
fuels and energy mix available and the resulting carbon 
intensity of electricity of each country and/or provider. 
These footprints will also vary according to company 
GHG reporting rules in place in each country. Some 
companies are able to report electricity emissions in 
line with data provided by their electricity provider (and 
therefore including the benefits of green energy pur-
chased). Others are required to use the average carbon 
intensity for their national energy production. There 
seems to be a lack of harmonisation at the European 
level for GHG reporting. 

The differences in electricity mixes and resulting carbon 
intensity can result in different priorities for operators 
when trying to reduce GHG emissions. For example, in 
France, the high proportion of nuclear and hydropower 
results in relatively low-carbon electricity. This means 
that initiatives aimed at further reducing energy con-
sumption and energy carbon intensity do not deliver 
as many environmental benefits as in the Netherlands, 
Germany or the UK, although they do still offer the same 
financial benefits. In Germany, the decision was taken in 
2011 to phase out nuclear power by 2022. Nuclear power 
provided almost 18% of Germany’s electricity in 2011 and 
the change might result in different carbon intensities 
for German electricity, depending on the sources to be 
used to replace nuclear power. 

Energy source Belgium France Germany Netherlands UK

Coal 5,96% 3,08% 44,67% 21,90% 29,80%

Oil 0,32% 0,61% 1,09% 1,29% 1,00%

Gas 28,19% 4,76% 13,74% 60,58% 39,92%

Biofuels 4,30% 0,52% 5,40% 4,45% 3,05%

Waste 2,20% 0,79% 1,83% 3,34% 0,85%

Nuclear 53,45% 78,72% 17,74% 3,67% 18,75%

Other sources 0,15% 0,00% 0,46% 0,13% 0,00%

Hydro 1,58% 8,97% 3,86% 0,05% 2,34%

Geothermal 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Solar 1,30% 0,36% 3,18% 0,09% 0,07%

Wind 2,56% 2,18% 8,03% 4,51% 4,21%

Share of renewable 5,43% 11,52% 15,07% 4,65% 6,62%

Carbon intensity (kg CO2 / kWh) 0,225 0,071 0,672 0,413 0,508

Table 3 — Energy mix for the generation of electricity in the T2K partners countries in 2011, International Energy Agency 
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Fig. 5 – Emissions of urban and peri-urban transport modes  
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Fig. 7 – Impact of the occupancy rate on the emissions of the urban 
and peri-urban transport modes (in passenger.kilometres), DELOITTE, 2008
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EMISSIONS OF URBAN TRANSPORT MODES IN FRANCE

Many studies have evaluated the emissions from the 
transport sector. However, most of them focused on road 
transport and only a few have estimated the emissions 
from public transport activities, particularly rail vehi-
cles (metro and tram). A study carried out by DELOITTE 
in 2008 measured the carbon emissions from trans-
port activities in France, expressed in CO2 equivalent. 

Rail-guided vehicles perform the best in terms of emis-
sions per passenger.kilometre. The occupancy rate of the 
vehicle linked to the size of the vehicle has a direct impact 
on the emissions per passenger.kilometre. Even when 
considering an occupancy rate of 15%, rail vehicles emis-
sions per passenger.kilometre are still well below those 
of motorbikes with two passengers or those of buses and 
private cars with 75% of occupied seats. It is also worth 
noticing that an urban bus may produce in certain situ-
ations more carbon emissions per passenger.kilometre 
than private cars. 

The source of the electricity used to supply urban rail 
vehicles is a determining factor in terms of emissions. 
The figure below shows for France the sensitivity of using 
another electricity source, in this case the average EU 
electricity mix. 

VEHICLES
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ENERGY MIX IN BIELEFELD

The average figures for the energy mix at national level 
can differ fairly significantly from the figures at local 
level. The example of Bielefeld shows that the energy 
mix for electricity comprises a larger part of nuclear 
power than the national average in Germany. The power 
generation based on coal ended in 2012 and replacing 
nuclear power by renewable sources is a very ambitious 
goal set for 2018. 

Fig. 8 – moBiel energy mix in 2013

Fig. 9 – Comparison of moBiel energy mix and Germany energy mix
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2.1. Energy independency 
and shortage

Our modern societies are highly dependent on energy, 
especially fossil fuels, for most aspects of our lives (agri-
culture, medicine, etc.), including transport for moving 
people and goods. However, the supply of energy can 
be disrupted by several factors: natural resources short-
age, imposition of higher energy prices due to action by 
OPEC or any other cartel, war, political and economic 
disputes, or physical damage to the energy infrastruc-
ture due to terrorism or natural disasters. Energy inde-
pendency relates to the goal of reducing the imports of 
the different sources of energy (oil, coal, uranium, etc.) 
in order to reduce the uncertainties regarding energy 
prices or shortage. 

The dependency of the European Union (EU) on energy 
imports, particularly of oil and more recently of gas, 
forms the backdrop for policy concerns relating to 
the security of energy supplies. The EU’s increasing 
dependency on energy imports from non-member 
countries results from the shortfall between produc-
tion of primary energy sources and energy consump-
tion. More than half (54.1%) of the EU-27’s gross inland 
energy consumption in 2010 came from imported 
sources (Eurostat, 2011). 

The energy shortage has direct impacts on the energy 
costs. However, the future path of energy prices is hard 
to predict. An energy shortage also entails risks of 
transport service disruption, as you cannot run a tram 
or a metro without power. 

2.2. Energy prices

Oil will become scarcer in future decades. As noted 
recently by the International Energy Agency (IEA), the 
later global decarbonisation takes place, the sooner oil 
prices will increase. The evolution of oil prices in recent 
years – together with the great variability in the demand 
and supply of energy – causes extensive price volatility. 
This volatility can suddenly increase or decrease over a 
short period. Such variability in energy prices increases 
the difficulty of managing and anticipating the future 
energy bill for transport operators and authorities.

Ticket to Kyoto partners have faced significant energy 
cost increases over the last few years. This situation has 
had direct impacts on their activities, due to resulting 
financial pressures. Moreover, tackling climate change 
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Fig. 10 – Evolution of the electricity prices for industrial consumers 
between 2005 and 2012 (EUR/kWh) (EUROSTAT)
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requires a dramatic drop in energy consumption across 
Europe if it is to meet its carbon reduction targets. 
These economic and environmental issues have cre-
ated a challenging situation for transport companies 
and action must be taken now to mitigate its effects.

Electricity prices
Electricity prices for industrial consumers have risen 
considerably over the last few years. The European aver-
age price per kWh increased by 45% between 2005 and 
2012, rising from €6.72 c/kWh to €9.76 c/kWh. The situ-
ation is slightly different in each country, but a common 
trend is clearly noticeable. This situation is particularly 
critical for large public transport companies operating 
several metro and tram lines, impacting on their opera-
tional costs.
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Fig. 11 – Evolution of the gas prices for industrial consumers between 
2005 and 2012 (EUR/Gigajoule) (EUROSTAT)

Fig. 12 – Evolution of the automotive diesel oil prices between 2005 
and 2012 (EUR/litre) (EUROSTAT)

Gas prices
Gas prices have followed an increasing curve over the 
last few years, although they have increased relatively 
less than the prices for electricity. A significant drop can 
be observed in all European countries in 2010. However, 
the overall trend is clearly upwards and impacts the 
heating costs of large buildings such as offices, depots, 
workshops and stations. 

Fuel prices
As far as automotive diesel prices are concerned, all 
European countries have been facing the same upwards 
trend, with prices increasing to more than 1.4 €/litre in 
2012 compared to 1 €/litre in 2005. The costs of oper-
ating large bus networks are directly linked to the fuel 
price, so this rapid increase has been difficult to manage 
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for transport operators and authorities. Fuel prices have 
shown a high degree of volatility, which means that 
transport companies are exposed to large financial and 
operational risks.

2.3. Energy use

Besides the increase in energy prices, public trans-
port companies also face a rise in their energy con-
sumption due to services expansion and/or improved 
service levels. The objective to reduce energy use 
and carbon emissions needs to be balanced with the 
wider objective of reducing overall transport sector 
emissions by encouraging more users to switch from 
private car to public transport and other low-carbon 
modes. Initiatives to encourage this change in behav-
iour can result in increases in energy use and emissions 
for the public transport sector, due to the provision 
of additional services and equipment. Nevertheless, 
the promotion of public transport should help reduce 
the global energy use of the transport sector. 

Reducing energy use is a good way of improving 
the energy independency of a country, especially in 
regions that rely almost exclusively on imports because 
fossil sources such as oil or coal are not available. 
Investing in renewable energy sources such as wind, 
solar, hydro or geothermal energy will also decrease 
energy dependency by ensuring a local and resilient 
energy production. 
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STIB ENERGY COSTS INCREASE DESPITE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS

In 2012, STIB spent €21 million per year on electricity 
and €13 million on fuel (including support fleet). The 
energy costs increased by 53% between 2007 and 
2012. This increase results from a 9% increase of the 
energy consumption due to services expansion, and 
from a 41% increase in the energy price. It should also 
be pointed out that the operator’s energy efficiency 
considerably improved over this period, since trans-
port services (expressed in seat.kilometres) increased 
by 25%, whereas energy consumption increased by 
only 8%.
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Fig. 13 – STIB energy use in 2012

Fig. 14 – STIB total energy costs evolution between 2007 and 2012

Fig. 15 – STIB energy efficiency indicators evolution between 2007 and 2012
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Fig.16 – TfGM energy costs evolution between 2006 and 2012 

TFGM’S ENERGY USE INCREASES DUE TO IMPROVEMENTS TO PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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Fig.17 – Comparison of the electricity usage of the old and new 
Middleton bus station in Manchester

TfGM’s energy costs were €2,5 million higher in 
2011/2012 than they were in 2006/2007. This is due 
to a number of reasons; increasing energy costs, the 
expansion and improvement of the public transport 
network and associated infrastructure and the acqui-
sition of new assets and responsibilities, such as traffic 
signals, which TfGM became responsible for in 2011. 
TfGM is investing in new infrastructure and buildings 
to expand the public transport network and improve 
the service quality for passengers. Whilst this will 
reduce carbon emissions from travel in the Greater 
Manchester, it also results in increasing energy use 
for TfGM as the operator of the infrastructure. The 
new bus stations often use much more energy than 
their predecessors due to the improvement in pas-
senger waiting facilities. Old bus stations largely con-
sisted of shelters but TfGM are replacing them with 
large state of the art facilities to encourage the use 
of public transport. Unfortunately, this pattern could 
also inhibit TfGM from meeting its energy and car-
bon targets. The Ticket to Kyoto project has enabled 
TfGM to reverse this trend in energy costs, which are 
now on a sustainable footing, by adopting best prac-
tice in sustainable design of new infrastructure and 
retro-fitting older facilities to the highest standards 
in energy efficiency.

STATIONS WORKSHOPS
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ANALYSE & PLAN
PATHWAY FOR AN ENERGY AND CARBON STRATEGY

1

2
3

4
FROM

ANALYSIS
…

ENERGY 
MONITORING
Measure the energy 
use of the different 
sites and transport 
modes. 

CARBON 
FOOTPRINTING

Analyse the CO2 emissions 
of the company activities. 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS
Define indicators to assess 
the energy efficiency  
and carbon intensity  
on the long term.

COMPANY 
FUTURE TRENDS
Evaluate the main 
drivers that will 
impact CO2  
emissions and the 
energy use in the 
future.
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5

6

7
8

COMMUNICATION 
PLAN
Raise the staff and 
external stakeholders 
awareness on the new 
carbon strategy 

POTENTIAL 
ACTIONS
List all available 
actions aiming 
at reducing the 
energy consumption 
or producing 
renewable energy. 

REDUCTION TARGET
Define long term  
objectives regarding 
the energy use and CO2 
emissions reduction.

PRIORITARY
ACTIONS
Select the most 
performing 
actions based 
on technical 
and financial 
appraisals. 

… 
TO

PLANNING
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1.1. Energy monitoring

In order to manage energy and GHG emissions consist-
ently, it is important to have a good understanding of how 
equipment works and how much energy it consumes.

Smart metering
‘Smart metering’ refers to the use of meters, which col-
lect energy consumption data and enable the process-
ing of a wide variety of usage statistics. These meters 
can be used to measure electricity, gas or water con-
sumption and can be integrated in a metering frame-
work, in which they interface remotely. Combined with 
temperature and humidity data, analysis can prove to 
be very efficient. Smart meters are similar in size to reg-
ular meters and are relatively easy to install.

Energy managers should be aware that they will never 
be able to measure everything and that there is little 
benefit in analysing detailed energy use data from sites 
or equipment with very limited consumption. It is rec-
ommended that they determine a threshold level of 
usage, above which a smart meter would be installed. 
Portable devices can also be used for specific metering 
purposes over a limited period of time.

Smart meters offer several benefits if data is monitored 
and targets are set: lower energy costs (often by a sig-
nificant amount), no staff costs to read meters, less staff 
time required to liaise with suppliers over disputes, easy 
billing of tenants, etc. The installation of smart meters is 
not very time-consuming but requires an energy man-
ager or building services engineer to plan and manage 

“You can’t manage what 
you don’t measure”. Before 
implementing energy-saving 
projects in a company, it is 
recommended to develop an 
energy-monitoring strategy 
and to estimate the global 
carbon footprint of the company 
activities.

1. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
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all replacements, mostly outside of operational hours. 
Energy consumption data must be analysed using heat-
ing-degree-day and cooling-degree-day data obtained 
from recent, local weather data. Otherwise, compari-
sons between two periods will be misleading. 

These steps should be followed for the installation of 
smart meters: 

 ¾ List all existing meters
 ¾ List the total annual energy costs/meter
 ¾ Define a threshold above which it is worth replacing 
an existing meter by a smart meter

 ¾ Assess whether the installation of smart meters can 
be included in the tender for energy supply

 ¾ Install smart meters and check that they are properly 
connected to the energy management system

 ¾ Download data and configure the energy 
management system.

Energy audits
An energy audit is the analysis of the energy perfor-
mance of existing assets. Energy audits assist compa-
nies in understanding how they use energy and help 
to identify the areas where waste occurs and where 
opportunities for improvement exist. These audits 
seek to prioritise actions to improve energy efficiency, 
according to the greatest to least cost-effective oppor-
tunities for energy savings. It is therefore a very useful 
tool for energy managers to plan future investments.
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Energy savings evaluation protocol
Because energy consumption and costs are often 
‘invisible’ to all but a very few project managers, a very 
important question arises when considering energy 
efficiency projects: “How do we know that we are really 
saving energy?” In many cases, companies have little 
expertise of their own for correctly evaluating the ben-
efits of energy-efficient systems or actions.

The International Performance Measurement and Veri-
fication Protocol (IPMVP)5 defines standard terms and 
suggests best practices for quantifying the results of 
energy efficiency investments and projects. IPMVP pro-
vides a very credible guide to help any project manager 
verify that savings have been made and the ability to 
quantify their impact. It has become the national meas-
urement and verification standard in the United States 

5. http://www.evo-world.org
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Fig.18 – Evaluation of energy savings based on the IPMVP protocol 
(Energy Advantage)

and many other countries, and has been translated into 
ten languages. 

The purpose of the IPMVP is to increase certainty, relia-
bility, and level of savings by providing an international, 
industry-wide approach and a consensus on methodol-
ogies. It also offers a basis for negotiating the contrac-
tual terms with subcontractors to ensure that an energy 
efficiency project achieves or exceeds its goals of sav-
ing money and improving energy efficiency. 

To make sure that the energy savings evaluation is accu-
rate, changes occurring during the implementation of 
energy-efficient actions need to be considered in the 
savings calculation. Public transport companies can 
either train some staff to become an IPMVP auditor 
(two to three days training) or hire an external company. 
In both cases, the company must have a clear under-
standing of the consumption data and ways to monitor 
the consumption over a given period of time. Suppliers 
start integrating this protocol in their commercial bids 
to ensure a common methodology is used for evaluat-
ing the energy efficiency improvements of new systems. 

1.2. Carbon footprinting

When defining a carbon reduction strategy, it is impor-
tant to calculate the carbon footprint of all the activities 
of the transport company. This will help to change the 
current situation by increasing the importance attached 
to GHG reduction efforts in the company’s main strat-
egy. Today, there is a wide range of different methods 
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for calculating a carbon footprint. One goal of Ticket 
to Kyoto was to define common and comparable meth-
ods for carbon footprint and indicators adapted to the 
public transport sector, so that it becomes possible to 
monitor the efforts of each individual company and to 
benchmark them. 

Methodologies

Bilan Carbone®

The aim of the Bilan Carbone method is to measure car-
bon emissions, in order to get an accurate evaluation of 
the emissions resulting from an activity or territory. The 
method enables users to evaluate GHG emissions gen-
erated by all the physical processes that are necessary 
for the existence of an organisation.

The Bilan Carbone method was developed in 2004 
by ADEME, the French Environment and Energy 
Management Agency. The Bilan Carbone approach 
involves the construction of a project for evaluating and 
reducing GHG emissions. It consists of six key steps:

 ¾ Develop awareness of the greenhouse effect
 ¾ Define the scope of study
 ¾ Gather data
 ¾ Process and analyse the results
 ¾ Establish a plan of action for reductions
 ¾ Implement the plan.

The Bilan Carbone accounting tool is a software com-
prising an Excel file in which all data are consolidated 
to provide the final results. It is readable and flexible, 
and allows the prioritisation of emissions by size. This 

prioritisation is an essential stage for the construction 
of reduction action plans. One of the fundamental parts 
of the method involves putting on an equal footing the 
GHG emissions that are generated directly within the 
entity and the emissions that are external from the 
entity but that are the counterpart of processes neces-
sary to its existence. 

GHG Protocol
As with the Bilan Carbone, the Greenhouse Gas Protocol 
aims to count GHG emissions related to an activity. 
The GHG Protocol provides standards and guidance 
for companies and other organisations preparing a 
GHG emissions inventory. It covers the accounting 
and reporting of the six greenhouse gases6 covered by 
the Kyoto Protocol. It was designed with the following 
objectives in mind:

 ¾ To help companies prepare a GHG inventory that 
represents a true and fair account of their emissions, 
through the use of standardised approaches and 
principles

 ¾ To simplify and reduce the costs of compiling a 
GHG inventory

 ¾ To provide business with information that can be 
used to build an effective strategy to manage and 
reduce GHG emissions

 ¾ To increase consistency and transparency in GHG 
accounting and reporting among various companies 
and GHG programmes.

6. Carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocar-
bons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6)
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The method was developed by the World Resources 
Institute (WRI) and the World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development (WBCSD), two non-profit 
organisations specialised in research and political 
analysis on questions related to resources management. 

The GHG Protocol is also based on Excel sheets and 
guidance documentation. There are two modules: a 
methodology for counting the emissions from a com-
pany and a methodology for calculating the reductions 
of emissions. 

The GHG Protocol defines direct and indirect emissions 
as follows: 

 ¾ Direct GHG emissions are emissions from sources 
that are owned or controlled by the reporting entity

 ¾ Indirect GHG emissions are emissions that are a 
consequence of the activities of the reporting entity, 
but occur at sources owned or controlled by another 
entity.

Definition of a scope
The first step of a carbon footprint is to define the 
activities of the company that have to be included in 
the carbon analysis (network, sub-contractors, build-
ings, etc.). The broader the scope of the assessment, 
the easier it will be to highlight all the sources where it 
is possible to act in order to reduce the overall effect on 
climate change. However, broad scopes often increase 
uncertainties and resources required (mostly staff time) 
due to the difficulty of evaluating precisely more distant 
emissions.

Data collection
The second step is to collect data corresponding to the 
physical flows that concern the entity (energy, people, 
objects, raw materials, etc.). A company can provide a 
lot of different data: energy use, buildings or traction 
energy consumption, and number of passengers or 
kilometres travelled. This data must be sorted and the 
most relevant information has to be highlighted. 

Analysis of results 
The third step is to analyse the results obtained. All 
emissions are stated as a carbon dioxide equivalent 
and can be entered directly into the account or esti-
mated. For an estimation, the quantity of greenhouse 
gas emitted is obtained by multiplying an activity figure 
by the corresponding emission factor.

A comprehensive carbon footprint should ideally be car-
ried out every three to five years to assess changes in the 
GHG emissions within the company. Performance indica-
tors (see below) will allow the company to keep an eye on 
the evolution of the main drivers on an annual basis. 

T2K approach to carbon footprinting
Ticket to Kyoto partners wanted to find a methodology 
that would be useful for all public transport companies 
– whatever their size, language or local regulation. The 
chosen tool had to be the best compromise for the fol-
lowing criteria:

 ¾ Reduction-oriented
 ¾ Open and free solution
 ¾ European dissemination
 ¾ Fast implementation
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The Bilan Carbone method and the GHG Protocol were 
already used respectively by RATP and TfGM. Both 
methods are reduction-oriented solutions and their 
documentation is free67.

The GHG Protocol is a worldwide reference, whereas 
Bilan Carbone remains more local despite its transla-
tion into English. The main difference between the two 
solutions lies in the complexity of implementation by 
new users. The software of each is built on Excel sheets. 
However, the GHG Protocol is made up of several 
sheets that are not compiled, while the Bilan Carbone 
comprises a single file. The Ticket to Kyoto partners 
decided to use the Bilan Carbone methodology due to 
its simpler format and ease of implementation. 

The Bilan Carbone method is divided into sections 
related to energy, refrigerant fluids, materials and ser-
vices, packaging, freight, waste, transport of persons, 
use of products, end of life of products, and the depre-
ciation of fixed assets. To take into account the specifi-
cities of the public transport sector, the tool has been 
slightly adapted. Some sections not relevant to public 
transport were removed, especially for packaging and 

7. Since 2011, the 7th version of the Bilan Carbone has come with a licence. 

manufacturing. The energy section was also modified 
to better reflect the transport activities and enable 
partners to benchmark and compare the carbon perfor-
mance of different transport modes and infrastructure 
by adding four new relevant subsections: 

 ¾ traction energy consumption
 ¾ station energy consumption
 ¾ workshops and depots energy consumption
 ¾ office building energy consumption. 

This modification gives energy a more prominent 
place in the accounting tool, in line with its importance 
for transport operators. On the basis of this adapted 
method, T2K partners together defined the items that 
were important for public transport and on which they 
could act in order to reduce the total amount of emis-
sions of the transport companies.

Each partner chose a specific scope for the global 
assessment of its CO2 emissions. The specific perim-
eter had to include at least a common minimum scope 
defined jointly (compulsory emissions). This was done by 
all partners, except for some items due to a lack of avail-
able data. Optional items could be added on a voluntary 
basis (e.g. construction emissions). 
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Compulsory items
 ¾ Traction energy
 ¾ Stations energy
 ¾ Workshops and depots energy
 ¾ Office building energy
 ¾ Other emissions not related to energy  
(refrigerant fluids)

 ¾ Internal freight
 ¾ Business travel

Fig.19 – Carbon footprint results for the five T2K partners
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Optional items
 ¾ Inputs (procurement of goods and services)
 ¾ Incoming freight
 ¾ Staff commuting8

8. Commuting is worth assessing by transport operators because most 
employees are drivers or technical staff, starting or finishing their working day 
out of opening hours. The introduction of incentives and special services to 
avoid them coming to work by car can really help to reduce the emissions due 
to home-work travel. Although care should be taken to avoid double counting 
emissions already included in wider public transport emissions.

 ¾ Direct waste
 ¾ Depreciation of property.

The figure below presents the carbon emissions in tons 
of CO2 equivalent per item for each partner. It is worth 
pointing out that energy consumption is the first emis-
sions source, whatever the scope of the carbon balance 
and the size of the company.

Fig.19 – Carbon footprint results for the five T2K partners
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1.3. Performance indicators

Performance indicators are figures that give a compre-
hensive overview of a company’s energy performance 
per activity and its impact on climate change. The defi-
nition of performance indicators and their monitoring 
together play an important role in a company’s CO2 

strategy, since they enable monitoring any reduction in 
GHG emissions that is linked to the company’s services. 
Performance indicators complement carbon footprint-
ing, enabling the data collected to be used to monitor 
current and future performance. 

A benchmarking of existing and published indicators 
for transport services or equivalent activities9 revealed 
that most of the indicators were either global emissions 
inventory or emission ratios usually expressed as ‘pas-
senger.kilometre’. It was also concluded that there was 
no standard methodology across transport companies 
for those indicators. 

Methodology
Once the available data have been listed and their 
accuracy checked, relevant indicators can be selected. 
A public transport company can choose to define a 
global indicator for the whole company or an indica-
tor per mode. For traction performances, a figure per 
mode is highly recommended. 

9.  In the T2K project, 21 transport companies or affiliated structures were 
identified for the benchmark. Of those 21 entities, 14 proposed some 
environmental indicators for climate change. 

These indicators will help answer both internal and exter-
nal questions. 

 ¾ For the company itself, these figures enable carbon 
and energy performance to be measured against tar-
gets and carbon reduction plans

 ¾ For stakeholders, this data enables comparison 
of carbon performance between different modes 
and against economic performance, enabling more 
informed future investments

 ¾ For passengers, they can be used to drive behav-
iour change, getting people to use more sustainable 
transport modes. 

Indicators are linked to the company’s context. They 
take into account a wide range of fields: 

 ¾ Technical changes of the equipment (rolling stocks, 
heating systems, etc.)

 ¾ Changes in transport provision (capacity upgrade, 
commercial speed improvement, new lines creation, 
etc.)

 ¾ Variation in transport ridership (economic crisis, 
population growth, modal shift, etc.)

 ¾ Maintenance requirements (new rolling stock 
requires less maintenance)

 ¾ Energy mix (change in the electricity provider, new 
electricity plants)

 ¾ Weather conditions (harsh winter, hot summer, etc.). 

Given that indicators have to be updated regularly, it 
is important to choose easily collectable and reliable 
data. 
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T2K approach to defining indicators
Based on available data and their mutual experience, 
T2K partners defined eight indicators: six for energy 
and two for CO2. Those indicators cover the whole 
range of transport companies’ activities. They also take 
into account the different kinds of energy sources. 

Indicators
 ¾ Traction energy consumption per passenger.
kilometre (kWh/pax.km)

 ¾ Traction energy consumption per seat.kilometre 
(kWh/seat.km)

 ¾ Stations’ energy consumption per m2 (kWh/m2);
 ¾ Workshops and depots’ energy consumption 
per m2 (kWh/m2)

 ¾ Office buildings’ energy consumption per m2 
(kWh/m2)

 ¾ Share of renewable energy (%)
 ¾ CO2 equivalent emissions due to traction 
energy consumption per passenger.kilometre 
(gCO2e/pax.km)

 ¾ CO2 equivalent emissions due to traction 
energy consumption per seat.kilometre  
(gCO2e /seat.km).

Table 4 – Performance indicators of the T2K partners in terms of CO2 equivalent emissions due to traction energy consumption  
per passenger.kilometre (based on local and european emissions factors, 2012)

Local emissions factors Unit moBiel RATP RET STIB TfGM

CO2 equivalent emissions due 
to traction energy consumption 
per passenger.kilometre

g CO2e / 
pax.km

Values per  
mode

Regional railway 4,22 2,13

Metro 3,91 22,00

Tramway 22,7 3,38 2,89 27,00 41,6

Bus 50,2 108,64 187,72 114,00 -

Ferry 2843,49

European emissions factors Unit moBiel RATP RET STIB TfGM

CO2 equivalent emissions due 
to traction energy consumption 
per passenger.kilometre

g CO2e / 
pax.km

Values per  
mode

Regional railway 33,45 59,64

Metro 31,01 52,20

Tramway 46,4 26,82 80,92 64,07 34,62

Bus 54,7 109,67 191,61 124,08 -

Ferry 2902,45

The reader should bear in mind that the performance indicators can hardly be compared between the partners due to the fact that the context of every company is different. 
Several factors can impact the results: age of the fleet, use of dedicated lanes for public transport, public transport priority systems, flatness of the territory, etc.
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SMART METERING IN MANCHESTER (TFGM)

This project involved the replacement of existing main 
electricity meters with smart meters (AMR), which pro-
vide half-hourly energy usage data. The majority of 
sites only had energy data from sporadic meter read-
ings taken directly by staff, often just every few months. 
This level of data did not enable the energy team to 
identify areas of energy waste, or to understand and 
manage the usage at the sites. It was determined that 
improving the data available was a key priority for 
energy management.

Fig. 20 – Monitoring of the electricity use at the Piccadilly head office  
(TfGM)

TfGM listed all its meters and established the estimated 
annual usage and cost associated with each meter. Then 
it was established that any site with annual electricity 
costs over €2,300 was worth being fitted with a smart 
meter. The threshold was set low due to the staff costs 
involved in reading meters and liaising with suppliers 
to resolve issues stemming from poor data availability. 
The level of investment was minimal, due to the fact 
that TfGM leased the meters from the energy supplier 
after including it in their tender requirements. Wherever 
possible, staff based at the relevant site were utilised, 
in order to minimise the staff resources required. Data 
analysis takes one member of staff several hours a week 
as a minimum. An energy management information 
system ’Systems Link’ was procured and used to moni-
tor all energy data and to set individual site-based tar-
gets. Most data can be set to automatically import into 
Systems Link, further reducing staff resources required. 
This enables automatic exception reporting and 
reduces the staff resources required for data analysis. 
The system automatically validates invoices when they 
are entered into the system, and flags up anything unu-
sual. This project has led to energy waste being iden-
tified. In the first year following installation, TfGM has 
seen a 6% reduction in metered electricity usage thanks 
to the corrective actions taken to minimise consump-
tion. TfGM has now installed gas and water loggers at 
all sites due to the significant benefits and cost reduc-
tions obtained from smart metering.

OFFICESSTATIONS WORKSHOPS
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ENERGY METERING IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

STIB has smart meters for its high-voltage electricity 
network (11kV) located at the substation level. They 
allow a daily monitoring of the global energy consump-
tion both for traction and buildings. This information 
is sent to the technical and finance departments for 
evaluation. However, these meters have not provided 
sufficient information for a precise analysis of the con-
sumption per building or equipment and STIB previ-
ously produced only monthly statements for the local 
energy meters. The new energy-metering scheme 
implemented by STIB aims to provide more accurate 
and granular consumption data by automating read-
ings. This energy management system allows checking 

Fig. 21 – Energy management software at STIB

of the consumption every 15 minutes and gives a curve 
of the consumption over 24 hours, all year long. STIB 
also uses software, where data (gas, electricity and 
water) are encoded manually on a monthly basis. This 
tool is useful for visualisation and enables comparison 
of the effective energy consumption with the energy 
bills received from the supplier. However, the lack of 
automation is problematic, due to the risk of errors 
and the unavailability of data when staff is on holiday. 
Hence, in the scope of the T2K project, STIB is invest-
ing in new energy-metering software, which will offer a 
far more detailed monitoring of the electricity, gas and 
water consumption.

OFFICESSTATIONS WORKSHOPS
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ENERGY AUDITS IN DEPOTS AND WORKSHOPS IN PARIS (RATP)

Under the ‘Grenelle de l’environnement’, French pub-
lic policy defining key actions for tackling sustainable 
development issues, it was decided that most energy-
consuming public-owned buildings would be subject to 
an energy audit by 2010. The aim is to reduce energy 
consumption by 40% and GHG emissions by 50% by 
2020. As a public company, RATP had to meet this new 
regulation and organised energy audits for all its tertiary 
and industrial buildings. Thirty-two sites were assessed 
in 2012 and the remaining 14 are being assessed in 2013 
and 201410. This broad investigation gave RATP a clear 

10.  The Ticket to Kyoto project allowed RATP to finance the last seven energy 
audits.

view of the energy performance of its sites and enabled 
useful comparisons between similar sites. The average 
energy bill for a RATP building amounted to €320,000 
per year with an average cost of €150/m2/year. Energy 
audits are also a great tool for monitoring the achieve-
ments made in other buildings. In a previous phase, 
energy audits focused mostly on expensive actions 
that were not relevant for the short term, as they would 
require additional studies and budgets. So a new analy-
sis framework was established to highlight what meas-
ures could be taken in a shorter term. This has led to 
short-term actions for heating, cooling and ventilation 
systems.

WORKSHOPS
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IPMVP ANALYSIS FOR EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF A COOLING UNIT (RATP)

RATP installed a new cooling unit in its main office 
building to cool the server rooms and to preheat the 
building in winter through the recovery of the heat pro-
duced by the cooling unit. This cooling unit allowed 
RATP to stop the supply of ice water, which was costly 
and energy-consuming. 

The real savings have been calculated by using the 
IPMVP protocol, which defines the methodology for cal-
culating the energy use before and after the implemen-
tation of an energy-saving investment. In this case, the 
energy savings are based on the following calculation: 

Energy savings for not supplying ice water

+
Energy savings from heating recovery

–
Energy consumption of the cooling unit

Measurements of energy consumption were taken 
before and after the implementation and then com-
pared. The project showed an energy use reduction 
of around 24%. Financial savings correspond to the 
volume of ice water that is no longer supplied plus the 
savings in terms of heating minus the energy costs of 
the cooling unit. They amount around €100,000 for one 
winter period. 

OFFICESSTATIONS WORKSHOPSVEHICLES
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Carbon reduction and energy-saving 
measures today sometimes have a low 
priority in the strategy of public transport 
companies. Often these companies are 
not considered to be a main contributor 
of carbon emissions compared to private 
vehicles. As a result, they have often no 
clear targets fixed in their own corporate 
strategy or in their management contract 
with respect to their transport authorities.

Defining a long-term strategy is a key 
element for CO2 reduction. It unites staff 
members around a common objective 
and shows the company’s commitment to 
combating climate change. 

2. CARBON STRATEGY AND ACTION PLAN 

The goal of this chapter is to describe the path for 
building a carbon strategy in the public transport field. 
The methodology is directly inspired from the experi-
ences of the T2K partners. It is worth noting that two 
preliminary analyses need to be undertaken before 
entering into the development of a carbon strategy. 
These were described in the previous chapters: 

 ¾ Having a clear understanding of the context in terms 
of current and future climate change commitments 
at European, National, Regional levels (See Chapter 
“Facts and Figures”);

 ¾ Having a detailed picture of the current emissions 
of the company by the use of a carbon footprinting 
method and performance indicators. In order to 
analyse the evolution of the company’s impacts 
over the years, a baseline year can be chosen to 
evaluate the results of the actions (see Chapter “Data 
Collection and Analysis”).

2.1. Company future trends

With an eye on those previous analyses, the first step 
of the carbon strategy consists in identifying the 
main drivers likely to influence the company’s carbon 
emissions. Internal drivers can include the transport 
provision (ex: seat.km), the foreseen infrastructure 
projects and the expected growth in terms of staff. 
The external drivers can include energy and carbon 
price evolution, carbon intensity of the energy mix, 
the population growth and the modal shift objec-
tives. A prediction of the evolution of each of these 
drivers has to be specified for a determined period 
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(e.g. yearly projections until 2020 or 2030). Those 
forecasts will be part of the decision criteria.

Based on these influencing parameters and on the car-
bon footprint, a baseline scenario can be calculated to 
estimate the future carbon balance of the company if 
no clear action plan is implemented. In this scenario, the 
energy efficiency is assumed to remain unchanged. It is 
recommended to include a sensitivity analysis of future 
scenarios to show the likely range of future projections. 

2.2. Potential actions

The next stage in developing a strategy is to develop 
an initial list of potential actions to reduce carbon emis-
sions. For the identification of the most relevant actions, 
it is recommended to organize interactive workshops 
with internal staff and external stakeholders to: 

 ¾ Share the expertise among the employees and experts
 ¾ Give priorities and list the challenges
 ¾ Identify and evaluate the action levers
 ¾ Formalize the commitments and prepare the action 
plan. 

The more people are involved in the brainstorming 
process, the more they will adhere to the strategy and 
engage themselves on the long term. Within the Ticket 
to Kyoto project, the collection of ideas and its prior-
itization relied mostly on internal consultations within 
the companies and on the exchange of best practices 
between the five partners.

Strategic approach
Given the context of the company, potential carbon 
reduction measures must be identified and studied to 
see whether and when they can be implemented and 
how far they can contribute to the energy and carbon 
emissions reduction. 

In a first step, T2K partners recommend reducing energy 
use and improving energy efficiency before consider-
ing investments in renewable energy technologies. It is 
better to consume less energy than to produce renew-
able energy in order to compensate the emissions of a 
higher energy use.

The priorities are: 
1. Reduce energy use (less)
2. Improve the efficiency of existing systems (better)
3. Invest in new technologies and renewable energies 

(cleaner). 
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Fig. 22 – Example of the carbon emission drivers evolution for a 
typical public transport company
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The first two priorities can be achieved by implement-
ing energy-saving measures without the need for major 
investments. The energy that can be saved is a direct 
result of energy conservation or increased efficiency11. 
Public transport companies will often gain more quickly 
by reducing their energy use and developing energy-
saving strategies that will directly impact on their 
energy bill with reduced capital costs. 

In this sense, the T2K partnership defined the “Quick 
Win” concept. A Quick Win consists of implementing 
short-term actions that can bring significant financial 

11.  These two strategies refer to the negawatt© concept, which is a  
theoretical unit of power representing an amount of energy saved  
(www.negawatt.org).

and environmental benefits by optimising existing 
assets and by encouraging more responsible behaviour 
among staff and subcontractors. 

T2K’s definition of a Quick Win: 
 ¾ Leads to energy reduction;
 ¾ Offers a low payback time;
 ¾ Has a short implementation period (less than one 
year); 

 ¾ Offers tangible energy savings, which can be 
measured or estimated; 

 ¾ Can be replicated in another similar context.

Over four years, T2K partners have exchanged infor-
mation on best practices and proven that energy 
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Fig. 23 – Strategy for reducing the energy consumption Source: Association Negawatt, STIB, 2011 
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consumption can be reduced efficiently and signifi-
cantly without the need for large investments. 

However, these improvements will probably not be suf-
ficient for meeting the carbon reduction target set in 
the carbon strategy. Investments in the transport sys-
tems are the core business of a public transport com-
pany. Rail or road fleet renewal or refurbishment, new 
infrastructures, renovation of stations, depots and work-
shops will have a direct impact on energy efficiency. In 
a second step, the company must quantify investments 
in new energy-saving systems with higher capital costs 
but often greater energy reduction potential in the long 
term. Investing in renewable energy production sys-
tems will come at last.

The next chapters of this publication will give the reader 
many ideas for potential energy saving and carbon 
reduction actions to be implemented in a public trans-
port company. Taken from the T2K partners’ experience, 

they are presented in two main sections and will be use-
ful when building a comprehensive carbon strategy. 

Improve and Invest 
 ¾ Energy efficiency in buildings and infrastructure
 ¾ Energy efficiency in vehicles
 ¾ Energy production systems
 ¾ Building ecodesign

Influence and communicate
 ¾ Staff awareness
 ¾ Stakeholders engagement
 ¾ Civil society involvement

Characterisation of the actions
Once relevant actions have been identified, they should 
be characterized to facilitate their comparison and pri-
oritisation. It is important to evaluate the impact of each 
action on the company. This characterization requires 
experts to give per action a weight or value to each of 
the selected criteria. The criteria shall at least evaluate 
the impacts on the energy and CO2 emissions. Others 
criteria can be freely chosen depending on the compa-
ny’s policy or priorities. At this stage, the prioritisation 
is high-level and is not aiming at deeply analysing the 
potential actions. 

QUICK WINS

These Quick Wins are identified  
in this book by the corresponding 
pictogram. 

“We have been amazed by the large number of infrastructure projects 
launched thanks to the ‘Quick Wins’ ideas exchanged between partners.”
François-Olivier Devaux 
T2K Technical Coordinator, STIB, Brussels
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Here is a non-exhaustive list of criteria:
 ¾ Capital costs
 ¾ Operational costs
 ¾ Energy savings
 ¾ Carbon emissions reduction 
 ¾ Ease of implementation (technology)
 ¾ Employees involvement
 ¾ Impact on corporate image

2.3. Carbon reduction target 

The carbon reduction target must be agreed with the 
senior managers of the company to make sure they 
have perceived its strategic impact for the core activi-
ties of the company and that they will support the strat-
egy in the long term. This requires informing them in a 
consistent way by presenting them the relevant actions 

Field

Action

Minimal criterion (from 1 to 5) Other criteria (from 1 to 5)

Overall 
score 
(on 5)

Reduced 
Capital 
costs

Reduced 
Operating 

costs

Energy 
savings

Carbon 
emissions 
reduction

Ease of  
implementation

Employees 
involvement

Corporate 
Image

Weighting 
(from 1 to 5): 5 3 4 3 2 1 3

Traction 
energy

Action 1 2 2 5 5 3 5 1 3,10

Action 2 1 2 4 3 2 5 4 2,71

Action 3 4 3 3 3 2 4 3 3,19

Lighting in 
buildings

Action 1 2 4 3 4 3 1 3 2,95

Action 2 4 2 2 2 3 2 2 2,57

Action 3 1 3 3 3 1 1 4 2,38

Weighting scale: minimal weight = 1, maximal weight = 5 – Rating scale: minimal rating = 1, maximal rating = 5

Table 5 – Example of a comparative table for prioritising actions
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and the long-term impacts for the company (budget, 
staff, image, etc.) in order to obtain a firm commitment 
from the management board. 

Decision tools
In order to accompany the decision-making process of 
the strategy, two methods have been followed in the 
T2K project. 

Actions ranking
This method consists in ranking the potential actions 
with the use of a multicriteria analysis (as shown in the 
table on the left). By selecting the actions with the high-
est global score, a short list of actions can be estab-
lished. This step allows choosing actions that can be 
implemented first to reduce the carbon emissions of 
the company.

Prospective scenarios
To assess the impacts of implemented actions in the 
long term, the company can also build prospective sce-
narios aiming at mitigating its emissions compared to 
the baseline scenario. Each scenario will combine a set 
of actions with their corresponding energy reduction 
potential. These prospective scenarios must be thor-
oughly compared in order to define the target scenario 
that will be the best performing and suit the company’s 
objectives and constraints within a defined period of 
time (e.g. until 2020 or 2030): CO2 reduction, best return 
on investment, corporate image, etc.
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For this method, experts will have to develop a global 
approach requiring: 

 ¾ A good knowledge on the influencing parameters in 
the long term (i.e. transport provision, energy costs, 
carbon costs, etc.);

 ¾ An ability to evaluate the implementation timeline 
of each action (short, middle or long term);

 ¾ A clear understanding on future technological 
developments. 

Company involvement
Once a carbon reduction target has been decided and 
priority actions have been selected, a communication 
plan is required to mobilize internal staff and external 
stakeholders. This step is crucial for ensuring that act-
ing on carbon becomes part of the corporate culture 
(See Chapter “Influence and Communicate”).

Fig. 24 – Example of alternative scenarios and the selection of a 
target scenario for a typical public transport company 
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2.4. Action plan

The last step of the carbon strategy consists in set-
ting up an action plan that describes the way the 
company will implement actions to meet the tar-
get. In order to establish the planning and forecast 
the investments, business cases shall be thoroughly 
assessed from a technical and financial point of view. 
A detailed financial appraisal may be required as well 

Table 6 – Top 15 list of actions for energy saving and carbon réduction, Ticket to Kyoto

as the analysis of funding and third party involvement 
opportunities.

Scope of actions
The scope of actions will certainly differ from one pub-
lic transport company to another. Based on the Ticket 
to Kyoto experience, the partners have established a 
top 15 list of actions that shall be considered by any 
transport company.

Traction 
energy

Station 
energy

Workshops 
and depots 
energy

Office 
buildings 
energy

Transversal 
action Operators concerned

Energy monitoring Ó Ó Ó All operators

HVAC improvements Ó Ó Ó Ó All operators

Combined heat and power systems Ó Workshop’s owner

Lighting optimisation and relighting Ó Ó Ó Ó Mainly railways operators

Escalators and lifts improvements Ó Railways operators

Point heaters and third rail heating Ó Ó Railways operators

Energy recovery from braking (Metro and light rail) Ó Railways operators

Eco-driving (Metro, light rail and bus) Ó All operators

Start and Stop systems (Bus) Ó Bus operators

Renewable energy production systems Ó Ó Ó Ó Medium and big sized operators

Ecobuilding Ó Medium and big sized operators

Staff awareness Ó All operators

Staff travel plans Ó Medium and big sized operators

Stakeholders awareness Ó All operators

Green procurement Ó All operators
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Managerial actions will also be required internally to 
ensure that the strategy targets can be met:

 ¾ Strategy (embedding carbon saving in the company 
strategic plans);

 ¾ Programme Management;
 ¾ Roles and Responsibilities;
 ¾ Data and Research;
 ¾ Measuring and Reporting;
 ¾ Communication and training;
 ¾ Finance and Investment. 

Financial appraisal 
Public transport companies need to evaluate the invest-
ments that will generate the greatest energy savings and 
CO2 reduction in relation to money invested. Investing 
in energy-efficient technologies often involves higher 
initial costs. However, by using alternative methods of 
evaluation, decision-makers can determine when these 
technologies are sound investments.

Financial appraisal is the analysis conducted to deter-
mine the merit of an item or project, taking account of 
established criteria such as costs and socio-economic 
impacts. Different financial concepts are often used 
and sometimes confused during the evaluation of pro-
jects. This section details some of the most commonly 
used appraisal techniques. 

Payback period 
A payback period is the length of time required to 
recoup the initial cash outflow of an investment from 
the cumulative net cash flow generated by the project. 
It is an important determinant of whether to proceed 

with an investment or not; longer payback periods are 
typically not desirable. 

For example, if a company invests €300,000 in a green 
technology and the system produces energy savings of 
€50,000 per year, then the payback period is six years.

Return On Investment
Return On Investment (ROI) is a performance measure 
used to evaluate the efficiency of an investment. The 
result is expressed as a percentage or a ratio. 

For example, if a company invests €500,000 in a green 
technology with a lifespan of 20 years and the system 
produces energy savings of €1,200,000 during this 
period, then the ROI is 2.4, meaning that for every euro 
invested, €2.4 are generated. 

Cost-Benefit Analysis
Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a decision-support meth-
odology. It aims to determine the net result of a planned 
investment. CBA identifies and quantifies all the posi-
tive factors (benefits) and subtracts all the identified 

Cost of investment
Annual net cash flowPayback period =

Cumulative net cash flow 
of an investment

Initial cost of investment
ROI =
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and quantified negative factors (costs). The outcome of 
this analysis will determine whether the investment is 
financially feasible. 

Public-funded projects require a measurement of the 
social benefits of a proposed project or alternatives in 
monetary terms and a comparison of them with its costs. 
This approach has been widely used for project invest-
ments worldwide and can measure all benefits, assets, 

Year Costs Benefits Benefits-Costs

t €300,000  €-300,000 

t+1 €25,000 €50,000 €25,000 

t+2 €25,000 €55,000 €30,000 

t+3 €25,000 €60,000 €35,000 

t+4 €25,000 €65,000 €40,000 

t+5 €25,000 €70,000 €45,000 

t+6 €25,000 €75,000 €50,000 

t+7 €25,000 €80,000 €55,000 

t+8 €25,000 €85,000 €60,000 

t+9 €25,000 €90,000 €65,000 

TOTAL €525,000 €630,000 €105,000 

Interest rate  4%

Net Present Value  €23,932.37 

Table 7 – Example of cost-benefit analysis drawbacks and costs in monetary terms. The advan-
tage is that all important criteria to keep in mind can be 
measured with a monetary unit. The outcome and costs 
of the investment are calculated over a long period, and 
future costs and benefits must be discounted at current 
values (net present value) using a discount rate. 

For example, a company invests €300,000 in a green 
technology with a lifespan of 10 years. The outgoing 
(initial cash outflow + ongoing operating costs) and 
incoming cash flows (energy savings + monetised CO2 
emissions reduction) are given in the table. Benefits 
increase over time because of rising energy prices and 
the value of CO2 emissions. Given a discount rate of 4% 
per year, the net present value of the benefits minus the 
costs is positive, showing that the investment is finan-
cially viable. 

Total Cost of Ownership
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is a method that aims 
to include a wider range of costs and benefits. It does 
this by looking at the wider impacts of a project, wher-
ever possible from ‘cradle to grave’. Costs considered 
usually include the financial costs as well as the envi-
ronmental and social costs, which are generally more 
difficult to quantify. Typical areas of expenditure that 
are usually included in TCO include planning, design, 
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construction and acquisition, operations, maintenance, 
renewal and rehabilitation, depreciation, cost of finance 
and replacement or disposal.

T2K recommendations
The choice of appraisal method can have a significant 
impact on the energy efficiency (and related carbon 
emissions) of a project or organisation. Although eas-
ier to calculate, the simple payback period tends to be 
overly simplified in order to assess options with a long-
term impact on energy use and maintenance costs.

Public transport in general should work on improving 
the appraisal methods when deciding on the viability 
of an investment. T2K partners identified problems 
with current practices, as they often include unreal-
istic assumptions of future energy costs and in most 
cases exclude monetary impacts of GHG emissions. 

The following issues were identified as key points to be 
addressed: 

 ¾ The chosen appraisal period must be linked to the 
useful life of the assets considered. If the period 
selected is too short, the appraisal risks ignoring 
some energy savings and maintenance/replacement 
costs or savings. For instance, investment in energy-
efficiency measures can result in significantly higher 
upfront costs, which will take longer to be recovered. 
Assessing the whole-life cost of investments allows 
for a more rounded comparison of potential projects. 

 ¾ The discount rate should represent the opportunity 
cost of capital adjusted for risk. The choice of a 
discount rate can strongly impact the financial 
appraisal. This is especially true when options 
have high costs or benefits in the longer term as a 
higher discount rate will reduce their impact. In all 
case, the discount rate used in appraisal should be 
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clearly stated and used in a consistent manner across 
investment proposals to allow for comparisons.

 ¾ The assumptions made about future energy prices 
and their volatility can have a significant impact on 
how energy-efficient projects compare with less 
energy-efficient solutions. Investors can achieve 
a higher degree of certainty on the benefits of an 
energy-efficient project if they conduct sensitivity 
analysis on the business case regarding variations in 
energy price.

 ¾ When calculating the impact of an investment on 
carbon emissions, it is important to use consistent 
emission factors, which are regularly updated and 
take into account, when possible, the future trends 
in carbon intensity.

 ¾ Taking the cost of carbon emissions into account 
(giving emissions a monetary value) allows for a more 
balanced approach to the business case and would 
help energy-efficient projects. 

Funding opportunities 
EU Member States have set up funding schemes to 
encourage households and companies to invest pro-
gressively in green technologies. Various funding 
options are available at regional, national and EU lev-
els to invest in energy efficiency and emission reduc-
tion. They often subsidise part of the investment or 
set a price for green commodities. Such policies are 
crucial for most companies aiming to reduce their car-
bon footprint, as new technologies tend to be more 
expensive than traditional ones and require high capi-
tal funds. Access to investment capital was identified 
as one of the main challenges facing T2K partners, 

when considering investment in energy use and car-
bon reduction. Funding mechanisms identified below 
should provide additional support, although it is also 
important to recognise that transport companies will 
require staff time and budgets to apply for these poten-
tial funding sources. 

Within the T2K project, many investments have been 
made possible thanks to the 50% INTERREG IVB NWE 
funding. 

Green certificates
The green certificate concept has been used worldwide 
since 2001 to guarantee that energy production is envi-
ronmentally safe. Green certificates are freely tradable 
commodities representing the benefits associated with 
electricity generated by renewable resources. When 
available, public transport companies can obtain green 
certificates by investing in renewable energy produc-
tion systems. The revenue generated from green cer-
tificates will help funding the project. 

White certificates
Similarly, a system of tradable white certificates for 
energy savings measures is in place in France. Energy 
providers are required to achieve a certain level of 
energy efficiency improvements. They can either invest 
themselves or support their customers’ investment in 
energy efficiency. They have to advise and give a finan-
cial contribution to energy consumers in exchange 
of their ‘white certificates’ to meet their requirement. 
Otherwise, a penalty of €0.02 per missing kWh is set. 
White certificates are issued to local authorities when 
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they invest and achieve energy efficiency improvements 
for their operations. These improvements include 
building insulation, energy efficient HVAC, lighting or 
eco-driving. 

Feed-in tariffs
A feed-in tariff is a policy mechanism designed to 
accelerate investment in renewable energy technolo-
gies in the United Kingdom. It achieves this by offering 
long-term contracts to incentivise renewable energy 
producers, typically based on the cost of generation 
of each technology. Feed-in tariffs offer three financial 
benefits: 

 ¾ A payment for all the electricity produced, even if 
used by the investor

 ¾ Additional bonus payments for electricity exported 
to the grid

 ¾ A reduction on the standard electricity bill, from 
using energy that is self-produced. 

Third-party involvement
Using third-party involvement models may be useful to 
facilitate capital investment in energy efficiency. These 
models involve a third party (private or public) in one or 
more of the following roles:

 ¾ To fund the investment

Fig. 25 – Overview of a third-party involvement process
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 ¾ To advise on best technical options
 ¾ To procure and install equipment
 ¾ To maintain equipment. 

Such financial mechanisms have the potential to address 
(at least partially):

 ¾ Trade-off between high short-term costs and long-
term benefits

 ¾ Access to capital and credit market failure
 ¾ Technology risk
 ¾ High search and transaction costs. 

Models are generally based on the ‘Golden Rule’. Here, 
the expected savings on energy bills should be at least 
as big as the total repayments of the investment/loan, 
including interest. After the loan is repaid, the users 
should benefit from lower energy bills. 

The figure on the left provides an overview of the process 
usually followed to set up a third-party arrangement. 

A key issue regarding third-party involvement is resist-
ance to this type of arrangement within public transport 
organisations. These approaches are a type of outsourc-
ing contract and this might not be well received within 
the organisation. Energy services companies investing 
in this type of contract will generally require access to 
installations and premises to carry out maintenance 
work themselves, as this will impact on the performance 
of their initial investment and their financial reward. This 
can also be an issue for organisations that usually carry 
out the majority of maintenance work in-house.

The two main models are Energy Services Company 
(ESCO) and Energy Performance Contracting (EPC).

Energy Service Company (ESCO)
An Energy Service Company (ESCO) is a natural or legal 
person that delivers energy services and/or other energy 
efficiency improvement measures in a user’s facility or 
premises, and accepts some degree of financial risk 
in so doing. The payment for the services delivered is 
based (either wholly or in part) on the achievement of 
energy efficiency improvements and on the meeting of 
the other agreed performance criteria. 

Energy Performance Contracting (EPC)
Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) is a contractual 
arrangement between the beneficiary and the provider 
(normally an ESCO) of an energy efficiency improve-
ment measure, where investments in that measure are 
paid for according to a contractually agreed level of 
energy efficiency improvement. 
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TFGM ZERO-CARBON TARGET

Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) reduced its 
own carbon emissions by 19% between 2007/2008 and 
2012/2013. It achieved this through introduction of 
energy management, including metering, monitoring 
and Quick Wins and by investing in energy efficiency 
such as LED lighting and more efficient fleet vehicles. 
The organisation developed a clear plan to reach its 
carbon savings target of 75% by 2018 and is develop-
ing plans to be a zero-carbon authority by 2033.

The action plan was established by: 
 ¾ Monitoring the current energy consumption of all 
the activities

 ¾ Defining a clear but flexible plan
 ¾ Determining clear responsibility and mobilising 
adequate resources

 ¾ Engaging senior management’s support
 ¾ Changing the corporate culture
 ¾ Setting aspirational targets and reporting successes 
to encourage staff.

The zero-carbon target strategy is now part of TfGM’s 
global corporate strategy and has become a priority 
for all departments. 
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Fig. 26 – View of the TfGM zero-carbon target strategy
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STIB ENERGY AND CARBON STRATEGY

STIB finalized its “Carbon & Energy Strategy” in 
February 2014, with projections reaching 2030. For this 
project, Climact, an energy & climate change consult-
ing company, supported STIB. The results of the car-
bon balance concluded that in 2010, STIB greenhouse 
gas emissions were estimated at 170 ktCO2e, accord-
ing to the chosen scope combining direct and indirect 
emissions. The rolling stock energy is the main source 
of emissions (42%). In the same year, the STIB energy 
bill rose to 32 M€, 75% for rolling stock and 25% for 
infrastructure. Following this carbon balance analysis, 
a projection of STIB’s emissions until 2030 was carried 
out, taking into account several influencing factors 
such as the transport provision (expected to double 
by 2030 compared to 2010), infrastructure extensions 
and human resources growth. 

For the baseline scenario, in which technology remains 
unchanged and the doubling of the provision is inte-
grated, STIB emissions rise to 285 ktCO2e in 2030, 
i.e. a yearly increase of 3%. The corresponding yearly 
energy bill would rise to 55 M€ in 2030 (44 M€ in 2017) 
with an hypothesis of constant energy prices and in 
the worst scenario, could even rise to 65 M€ in 2030. 
During the study, many actions have been identi-
fied with STIB experts to limit the CO2 emissions and 
energy costs. More than fifty concrete actions were 
selected, covering the rolling stock, buildings, pur-
chases or renewable energy production equipment. 
A particular combination of these actions was chosen 
for the definition of an ambitious and realistic sce-
nario. This scenario will reduce emissions by 30% and 

the annual energy by 25 M€ in 2030 compared to the 
baseline scenario, despite a doubling of transport pro-
vision. This scenario is ambitious but is capitalizing on 
commitments already made by STIB in its 2013-2017 
management contract. The most significant actions 
are related to rolling stock, including the electrification 
of the bus fleet. Related emissions (direct and indirect 
emissions per seat.kilometres offered) will decrease 
significantly by 2030, from 24 gCO2/pl.km in 2010 to 
14 gCO2/pl.km in 2030 (-40%). The financial impact of 
the scenarios was based on the assessment of invest-
ment, operating costs and energy bills. The additional 
investments required for this ambitious scenario are 
offset by the gains on the energy bill, making the sce-
nario cost-effective by 2030.

Fig. 27 – View of the STIB carbon strategy compared to the baseline 
scenario
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THE BOOK

T2K partners identified the need to focus on energy efficiency as a key 
priority for reducing energy consumption in buildings and for reducing 
related GHG emissions. Public transport buildings and infrastructure 
in use today are often outdated and were designed before energy 
efficiency was a key concern. The Ticket to Kyoto project focused 
on simple ways of improving the energy use by implementing smart 
actions that deliver great energy savings and a large carbon reduction. 

This chapter gives an overview of the possible energy-saving measures 
that can be implemented in metro and light-rail stations, office 
buildings, depots and in transport-related infrastructure. Each measure 
was evaluated in terms of its suitability for transport companies. 

1.  ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS 
AND INFRASTRUCTURE
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1.1. Heating, ventilation 
and cooling (HVAC)

Heating and cooling in buildings represent a significant 
amount of the energy consumption of public trans-
port companies and great potential reductions can be 
achieved in this field, especially in older depots, work-
shops and stations.

Heating adjustments 
Depots and workshops are required for stabling and 
maintaining buses and rail vehicles. In order to guar-
antee a certain level of comfort for employees, these 
must be heated during winter and sometimes cooled 
in summer. Heating is often done with radiant gas 
heaters, but these installations are rarely optimised to 
function only during working hours. Proper adjustment 
of heating systems can have a major impact on energy 
use. Office buildings are usually better insulated, but 
their energy use can also be reduced by optimis-
ing the heating parameters. The cost of doing this is 
relatively low, as it does not require any investment. 
All it requires is a few staff hours spent analysing the 
property, defining the proper functioning of the heat-
ing system and carrying regular controls. Awareness 
campaigns can help to achieve optimum results (see 
Influence and Communicate section). 

Ventilation control 
Ventilation is required in bus depots and workshops to 
ensure that gas exhausts are correctly evacuated out-
side of the buildings and to prevent any poisoning of 
staff. These facilities are usually fitted with an automatic 

ventilation system comprising extractors controlled by 
automatic timers. Ceilings may also be equipped with 
manual openings, in case the ventilation system is out 
of order. Unfortunately, ventilation systems are often 
not properly configured, which can result in significant 
heating losses. After the definition of a working time 
schedule during which ventilation must be provided, 
the system’s settings can be adjusted. 

Automatic fast-closing doors 
Public transport vehicles enter and leave depots and 
workshops several times a day. Most of the time, the 
doors of the building remain open once a vehicle has 
left and must be closed manually. Installation of fast-
closing doors enables a reduction in the time needed 
for opening and closing the doors, thus reducing heat-
ing losses. A sensor detects the vehicle in front of the 
doors and opens or closes them automatically. In addi-
tion to reducing the heating and cooling needs, an ini-
tiative like this can also avoid additional manual work 
risks related to the opening and closing of the doors. 
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Adiabatic cooling
The heat released by the IT equipment significantly 
increases the temperature in technical rooms. Above 
a specific temperature, this equipment stops working 
properly. As a result, technical rooms need to be venti-
lated and cooled either through natural or mechanical 
ventilation. Air conditioning requires expensive mainte-
nance, increases energy use, raises the temperature in 
the adjacent locations (a metro station for example) and 
dries the air. They also use refrigerants that can cause 
GHG emissions through leakage and are often signifi-
cant energy consumers. 

Adiabatic cooling is a concept that involves decreas-
ing the temperature through evaporative cooling. A 
circulating pump takes the water to the top of a filter 
media, which absorbs the water and is moistened. Then 
a ventilator passes the air through the filter media. 
The exchange between the air and the water causes 
the water to evaporate. As the water evaporates, the 
temperature decreases and outgoing air from the unit 
becomes cooler and less dry than the incoming air. 

In cold periods, the cooling works only through 
mechanical ventilation. In hot periods, the system works 
through adiabatic cooling and the thermostats control 
the opening of the water inlet valve and the opening of 
the circulating water pump.

The use of an adiabatic cooling system can meet sev-
eral objectives:

 ¾ Recover outside dry and hot air to cool technical 
rooms

Fig. 28 – Evaporative cooling principle
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Fig. 29 – Principle of the combined generation of electricity and heat ¾ Refresh the technical rooms without releasing heat 
into the adjacent rooms

 ¾ Consume less electricity
 ¾ Reduce direct and indirect greenhouse gas 
emissions

 ¾ Reduce dust loading in the technical rooms
 ¾ Decrease the electricity bill and the maintenance 
costs.

Combined Heat and Power
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) is a technique to 
generate electricity and heat simultaneously. Most 
systems producing electricity produce heat as a by-
product, and this heat is usually lost, decreasing the 
global efficiency of the system. CHP is the principle of 
recovering this otherwise lost energy. The heat recov-
ered can be used to heat a depot or an office building 
and to produce hot water. The system must be sized 
according to the thermal needs of the building. If the 
system produces more energy than the building needs 
for internal use, electricity can be sent back to the 
main electrical grid. 

The system consists of a gas engine, which is connected 
to an alternator generating electricity. To maximise the 
gain, the heat produced by the system is recovered at 
two levels: 

 ¾ Recovery of the heat through an exchanger heating 
the water flow. This water flow is sent to the 
radiators and air heaters of the heating system 

 ¾ Recovery of the exhaust gas heat. This low-
temperature heat is recovered through condensing 
and directed to the low-temperature circuit. This 

heat is finally sent to air heaters and a heat plate 
exchanger, for domestic water production.

The CHP process improves the global system efficiency 
and offers large cost savings, as it consumes less pri-
mary energy than the separate production of heat and 
electricity. Compared to conventional power plants, 
CHP energy savings vary between 15 and 40%. For pub-
lic transport companies operating large buildings, the 
use of CHP is highly recommended, as the return on 
investment is higher than for smaller buildings. 
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Green roofs 
In summer, when temperatures are high and the sun 
is shining, buildings’ roofs can become very hot and 
increase the overall temperature inside. The same hap-
pens in wintertime when the roof gets cold and has an 
impact on the temperature inside of the building. A green 
roof is a vegetative layer grown on a rooftop. It provides 
shade and removes heat from the air through evapotran-
spiration. Green roofs can be installed on a wide range 
of buildings, from industrial facilities to offices. While 
the initial costs of green roofs are higher than those of 
conventional materials, companies are able to offset the 
difference through reduced energy use and the longer 
lifespan of green roofs compared with conventional 
roofing materials. The implementation of green roofs is 
recommended for the public transport sector, because 
many buildings have extensive roofs. 

Power Plant

Traditional
System

Efficiency

CHP
System

Boiler

CHP

71% 95%
Efficiency

Electricity

Heat

Fig. 30 – Comparison of the efficiency between a traditional system 
and a Combined Heat and Power system SOURCE: US DEPARTEMENT OF ENERGY

1.2. Lighting

Many public transport companies operate old proper-
ties (depots, workshops, stations) with inefficient light-
ing. This can have a strong impact on energy efficiency, 
due to long operational hours. 

Relighting
Public transport operators can take advantage of sev-
eral opportunities for replacing old lighting equipment 
with more energy-efficient technologies. Retrofitting 
outdated lighting components with energy-saving 
alternatives promotes sustainability and offers sig-
nificant benefits. Not only can ‘relighting’ improve the 
overall quality and functionality of light, it can also 
make spaces safer, easier and less costly to maintain, 
and more comfortable to work or stay in. Metro and 
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light-rail stations require different types of lighting and 
more lighting power than consumer market equipment. 
Nevertheless, the newer and more expensive the lamp, 
the longer it lasts and the more energy-efficient it will 
be. It is therefore recommended that an assessment is 
carried out on the type of lighting used and the need 
for replacement. 

Light bulbs
Light bulbs were the main type of lighting used in 
Europe before 1990. They are cheap to purchase but 
are also much less efficient than most other types of 
lighting. They convert less than 5% of the energy they 
use into visible light; the remaining energy is converted 
into heat. 

Compact fluorescent lamps (CFL)
Since around 1990, compact fluorescent lamps/lights 
(CFL) – also called energy-saving light – have been avail-
able to European consumers. Compared to incandes-
cent lamps producing the same amount of visible light, 
CFLs use one-fifth to one-third of the electric power 
and they last up to nine times longer. When directly 
replacing fluorescent lights with more efficient CFL 
lights, there is typically no need to replace the light fit-
ting itself. The new, more efficient light bulb can simply 
replace the old one. Because this is a relatively straight-
forward operation, a replacement of this type is highly 
applicable in light rail and metro stations. CFL’s last 
much longer than conventional light bulbs, leading to 
lower on-going maintenance costs and so their whole 
life costs are much lower.

A CFL lasts 9 times longer  
than a conventional light bulb.

LED lights
A LED lamp (or LED light bulb) is a solid-state lamp 
that uses light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as the source of 
light. LED lamps offer long service life and high-energy 
efficiency, but initial costs are higher than those of 
conventional lights. LED lighting made a commercial 
breakthrough around 2010. LED technology is very 
energy efficient, has low maintenance costs and has a 
long lifespan. LED lights have high investment costs but 
have lower whole life costs than most alternatives.

One reason for the high cost of installation is that the 
light fittings usually may need to be replaced. Since LED 
lamps have high investment costs, it is recommended 
they be bought in bulk through public procurement. 
Following a period of cautious adoption of LED solu-
tions, their deployment has accelerated recently in the 
public transport sector and their costs continue to fall 
significantly. 
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Lighting control systems 
In many places, such as stations, interchanges or work-
shops, lights can be switched off where and when there 
is sufficient natural light or when nobody is present 
on the premises. However most traditional systems 
were not configured to react dynamically to light levels 
throughout the day. Various lighting control systems are 
available and their choice will depend on the location: 

 ¾ Occupancy control12 involves using a sensor to 
determine when people are in the vicinity, and reduc-
ing or eliminating unnecessary lighting if areas are 
empty

 ¾ Daylight responsive13 control uses photosensors 
that assess the amount and quality of natural daylight 
in a particular space

 ¾ Time clock control allows for the automatic con-
trol of lighting depending on the time of day (or 
night). Time clock control ensures that lighting levels 
are automatically set correctly for the coming time 
period. 

Metro and light-rail stations are often illuminated for 24 
hours a day, even at night when they are not operational 
and public access is prohibited. During this time, a sta-
tion does not need lighting except for maintenance, 
safety and security reasons. Dimming or switching off 
lights can bring significant energy savings. One critical 
aspect to do with switching off lights during daytime 
or at night is that lighting must be kept at a certain 
level to ensure that security cameras (CCTV require-
ments) are working properly. This issue needs to be 

12. Also known as PIR (passive infra-red).
13. Also known as photocells.

addressed if operators are to get the full benefit of 
these cameras and to prevent security and safety prob-
lems. In a situation where all the lights are turned off 
in stations, motion sensors need to be installed: these 
sensors automatically trigger lighting when movement 
is detected. Appropriate design of the location of the 
sensors will ensure that they do not respond to pass-
ing trains. Motion sensors are a proven and extremely 
effective technology, greatly increasing the lighting 
energy efficiency of metro and light-rail stations.

It should be kept in mind that lighting controls are not 
always a good investment for minor locations, as their 
payback times may be long. Training people to turn 
lights off whenever necessary is still the most cost-
effective solution in some situations. In a new building 
or major renovation, it is recommended that a lighting 
control system be added; the costs of such a system 
can be rapidly recovered. 
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1.3. Equipment

Power transformers
Power transformers that feed rail networks still con-
sume energy when idling, especially at night when 
no vehicles are running on the network. Switching off 
one or more transformers when there is no or little 
load on the electrical network can bring significant 
energy savings. This requires a good knowledge of 
how the electricity network is used and sized. There 
should be regular evaluations of the global sizing of 
the electricity network, to ensure that all equipment 

is necessary. When dealing with old transformers, 
operators must be cautious, because regular dis-
connections can harm the systems and reduce their 
lifetime. 

Escalators 
Escalators located in public transport stations and 
buildings operate for around 20 hours per day and are 
designed to support a maximum load of up to two per-
sons standing on each stair. However, they run most of 
the time with no load or very low load and therefore 
offer significant energy-saving potential. 

Fig. 31 – View of a lighting control system in a metro station, RET
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There are several strategies for improving the energy 
efficiency of escalators:

 ¾ Fitting old escalators with sensors that detect the 
presence of passengers

 ¾ Reducing the supplied voltage to partially loaded 
motors to increase their efficiency

 ¾ Installing less powerful or more efficient motors
 ¾ Defining a slow start mode in order to reduce the 
high load required for starting the escalator

 ¾ Keeping the escalators in slow motion, which is 
more energy-efficient for heavy-duty locations with 
many passengers and highly frequent start-stops

 ¾ Optimising the heating system used to avoid the 
escalator getting blocked when freezing. A tem-
perature sensor can deactivate this feature when 
needed

 ¾ Training agents to detect any defective escalator. 

Green IT 
Computer servers produce heat and must be cooled 
by the use of ventilation systems. As computer serv-
ers become larger and more complex, cooling of the 
active components has become a critical factor for reli-
able operations. These cooling devices consume a lot of 
energy and work on a 24-hour basis. Checks should be 
made of the computer server rooms, to ensure they are 
well insulated and to see if temperature rises occur in the 
summer. If so, windows can be blanked to avoid warming 
effects due to sunshine. Another suggestion is to seal off 
unused rack spaces, so as to prevent cool supply air from 
mixing with hot server exhausts. Changing the layout of 
the room and installing partition walls around the servers 
may also minimise the amount of space to be cooled. 

Most computers also remain turned on when unused. 
Although the power they need when idling can be rela-
tively small, a company may face increased energy usage 
if there are many computers and they are continuously 
plugged in. Software applications may prevent power 
management settings from working effectively. The use 
of third-party power management software can offer 
features beyond those already present in the operating 
system and thus bring significant energy savings. 

Railway point heaters 
Point heaters prevent railway points (also referred as 
switches) from freezing in extreme cold weather and are 
necessary to maintain smooth operation of a metro and 
light-rail network without disruption. However, point 
heaters consume a relatively large amount of energy. 
Most point heaters are powered by electricity, although 
some are powered by natural gas (compressed natural 
gas or CNG). 

Old point heaters are switched on manually when 
weather forecasts predict the temperature will drop 
below zero degrees Celsius. Modern regulated point 
heaters automatically switch on when weather condi-
tions (temperature and humidity) require activation. 
This saves energy, because the heaters setpoints are 
defined optimally, avoiding unnecessary heating. It is 
essential to have good quality point heaters with effi-
cient sensors, so that heaters always switch on when 
required by temperature and humidity. If the return 
on investment is low, manual switching must be con-
sidered by using an automated checklist at the traffic 
control centre. 
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Top contact third rail
Third-rail systems using top contact are prone to the 
accumulation of snow or ice. In order to avoid service 
disruptions, the third rail must be heated by the use 
of an electric resistance – which can consume a lot of 
energy. As a result, it is recommended that heating 
elements be remotely controlled by using intelligent 
controllers. The heating control is based on actual 
measurements of weather parameters via one or more 
weather stations. The weather stations measure tem-
perature and wind speed and they detect rain or snow. 
The heating systems are only activated when there is a 
risk of ice forming, thus reducing the energy consump-
tion and maintenance needs. 

Rail sensors Transformers

Master
cubicle

Weather
station

Fig. 32 – View a a remote heating control system
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OPTIMISING HEATING INSTALLATIONS  
IN DEPOTS IN ROTTERDAM (RET)

OPTIMISING HEATING REGULATION IN 
OFFICE BUILDINGS IN PARIS (RATP)

The heating installations in the RET depots and work-
shops were operated with no clear strategy for energy 
efficiency. A plan was developed to reduce the con-
sumption by limiting the use of the gas heaters to nor-
mal working hours on days with temperatures below 
15°C. Information campaigns have been organised for 
the 600 members of staff, to make them understand 
why and how the company wanted to achieve this goal. 
This action allowed the company to achieve a 25% sav-
ing in gas consumption (4.6 GWh), which resulted in a 
cost reduction of €200,000 per year. 

In its energy policy, RATP 
made a commitment to 
reduce energy consump-
tion by at least 40% in its 
tertiary buildings. The 
RATP headquarters, with 
a 56,000 m² surface area 
and a staff of 2,600 per-
sons, was the highest 
energy-consuming site. 
RATP renewed the heat-
ing and ventilation sys-
tems and chose a set point 
temperature according to 
occupational constraints. The installation of electricity 
meters and regular analysis of the consumption allows 
the optimization of the regulation (heating and venti-
lation) of the building. No complaints were received 
about thermal discomfort. The annual savings were well 
above expectations with 4,000,000 kWh, 360 teq CO2 

and €290,000 saved in one year. The measured return 
on investment is two years. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) None 

Staff resources
None (done during maintenance 
services)

Energy savings (%) 25%

Annual energy savings (kWh)
4,665,000 kWh (for seven depots/
workshops)

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 19 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €200,000

Payback time (years) Less than one year

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €597,000

Energy savings (%) 30%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 4,000,000 kWh 

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 360 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €290,000 in energy use

Payback time (years) 2 years 

QUICK WINSOFFICES WORKSHOPS COMMUNICATION
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IMPLEMENTATION OF A COOLING SYSTEM IN OFFICE BUILDINGS IN PARIS (RATP)

AUTOMATIC FAST-CLOSING DOORS IN WORKSHOPS IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

To cool the computer server rooms of its main office 
building in Paris, RATP used to take deliveries of ice 
water from an external company. The production of 
ice water proved to be costly and consumed a lot of 
energy. The project involved installing a new chiller to 
cool the server rooms. The chiller can also preheat the 
building in winter. Its heat is recovered to preheat the 
steam used to heat the 56,000m² of offices. In addition, 
the excess heat generated by the chiller also serves to 
preheat domestic hot water for showers on site. This 
system allowed 9% energy savings of the total energy 
consumption of the RATP headquarters building. 

STIB is progressively replacing manual doors with 
automatic gates in its workshops. Every time a vehi-
cle is detected, the gate opens and closes automati-
cally. It is difficult to measure the true savings of this 

action. However, theoretical calculations suggest 
the savings of one system could reach 20,000 kWh/
year, which would lead to cost savings of around 
€1,500/year. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €450,000

Energy savings (%) 9%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 1,600,000kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 125 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €105,000

Payback time (years) 4-5 years

OFFICES WORKSHOPS COMMUNICATION
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ADIABATIC COOLING IN A METRO STATION IN PARIS (RATP)

The heat released by automatic vending machines, 
public address systems and security systems increases 
significantly the temperature in the technical rooms. 
Above a specific temperature, the equipment stops 
working properly. As a result, technical rooms need 
to be ventilated and cooled. RATP used an air-cooled 
chiller but it proved to be inadequate due to expen-
sive maintenance and high energy consumption. 
Furthermore, it increased the underground tempera-
ture and dried the air. RATP tested a new adiabatic 
cooling system in the Bastille metro station to recover 
the dry and hot air from the platform in order to cool 
the technical rooms without releasing heat in the adja-
cent rooms. The adiabatic cooling system consumes 
much less electricity, has reduced dust loading in the 
technical rooms and its maintenance is more economi-
cal. The electricity and carbon emissions have been 
reduced by 90% compared to the classical air condi-
tioning system, enabling a maximal temperature of 
25°C in the technical rooms. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €84,000

Energy savings (%) 90%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 114,000 kWh 

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 9 TCO2

STATIONS WORKSHOPS
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CHP UNIT IN A BUS AND METRO DEPOT IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

STIB installed a CHP unit for the production of heat and 
electricity in the Delta bus and metro depot. The depot 
covers an area of 70,000 m². Besides some offices, it has a 
workshop for the light maintenance of buses and the light 

and heavy maintenance of metro-cars. The heat produced 
by the CHP unit is used to heat the depot and workshop as 
well as to produce hot water for sanitary needs. The elec-
tricity produced by the CHP unit covers 27% of the depot’s 
energy requirements. This enabled STIB to halve its pro-
duction losses and to save 15% to 20% of primary energy 
compared to the separate production of the same amount 
of heat and electricity. This investment has a payback time 
of less than four years. In the Brussels Region, green elec-
tricity producers receive green certificates, which can be 
sold on a virtual market14. With this CHP system, STIB can 
earn green certificates by saving around 467 tons of CO2 
each year, thus reducing the payback time. Given these 
financial benefits and CO2 reductions, STIB will continue 
to deploy the CHP technique in its depots.

14.  Buyers are generally electricity providers required to hold a number of green 
certificates corresponding to the amount of green electricity sold to their customers.

Technical Data

Thermal power 590 kW

Electrical power 400 kW

System efficiency 92.2%

Surface of the building 70,000 m2

Investment costs (€) €475,000

Energy savings (%) 15-20%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 3,044,500 kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 467 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €154,500 (with green certificates)

Payback time (years) 3 years / 1 year with subsidies 
(T2K + Brussels region funding) 

SWITCHING OFF LIGHTS AT NIGHT IN METRO STATIONS IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

Because energy costs were fairly low in the 1980s, light-
ing in the Brussels metro stations was not switched off 
at night. The KYOLIGHT project involves switching off 
partially the operational lighting of metro stations by 
linking the lighting off switch to the automatic closing 
of the security gates between 01.00 and 04.00. Linking 
this interface with the automatic doors required no spe-
cific equipment; only close cooperation between main-
tenance and security services within the company. The 
project highlighted that some lighting equipment was 
defective and/or not correctly wired to the main power 
circuit. The resulting energy savings represent some 

9% of the energy consumption of the metro stations 
(1.56 GWh) with cost savings of €125,000 per year. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) None

Staff resources (days) 2 days 

Energy savings (%) 9%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 1,560,000 kWh (for all stations)

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 246 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €125,000

Payback time (years) Less than one year

WORKSHOPSOFFICES QUICK WINSSTATIONS
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SWITCHING OFF LIGHTS DURING  
CLOSING HOURS IN METRO STATIONS  
IN ROTTERDAM (RET)

In order to save energy and maintenance costs, RET 
decided to switch off the lighting of its metro stations 
during closing hours. The implementation of motion sen-
sors in all the underground stations has allowed RET to 
guarantee the safety of enclosed passengers or intrud-
ers. The motion sensors have been placed on the plat-
forms of every station and near the entrances. They are 
only active between 01.00 and 05.00 at night. In case of a 
detection of movement the lighting is switched on in the 
station and an alarm is triggered in the central control 
room. By limiting the hours the lights are on, the lights 
can last about 20% longer. For the stations above ground 
the lights are switched off without using sensors. These 
are not necessary, because of sufficient lighting from the 
surrounding area for the security cameras.

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €17,000

Staff resources (days) 6 days 

Energy savings (%) 28%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 75,500 kWh (over 6 months)

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 41 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€)
€9,000 in energy use+ estimated 
€3,600 in maintenance

Payback time (years)
2 years (1.4 years if maintenance cost 
saving is taken into account)

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €202,000

Annual energy savings (kWh) 428,720 kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 6.7 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €189,000

Payback time (years) 3 years

LIGHTING CONTROL IN A MANCHESTER 
INTERCHANGE (TFGM)

TfGM improved the lighting controls of the Manchester 
Shudehill Interchange, which includes a tram stop, bus 
station and car park. It installed a new automated lighting 
control software system and a range of lighting controls 
including photocells, timeclocks and passive infra-red 
(PiR) controls. These were installed following site energy 
audits, which identified the most suitable types of con-
trols and the corresponding energy savings. The project 
allowed some 10% reduction of the lighting energy over 
a year, with peaks above 20% on specific days. 

QUICK WINSSTATIONS
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Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €25,500 (replacement of 55 lamps)

Staff resources (days)
None (done during normal  
maintenance work) 

Energy savings (%) 32.5%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 21,000 kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 11 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€)
€3,100 (energy savings)  
and €2,250 (maintenance savings)

Payback time (years) 5 years

REPLACING LAMPS IN STATIONS IN BIELEFELD (MOBIEL)

moBiel operates four tram lines, all crossing the city 
centre in a tunnel section with underground stations. 
At the main station, moBiel replaced the existing T8 
lamps with newer more efficient T5 lamps (both lamp 
types are fluorescent lights). 

This took place in 2010, bringing down the energy 
use from 49,000 kWh to 26,000 kWh per year. The 
same amount of light is now emitted with 74 lamps 
(replacement every four years) instead of 115 lamps 

(replacement every two years). The reduction in energy 
costs and maintenance/replacement compensates for 
the majority of the higher purchase price of the new 
lamps. Following the success of the first project, a 
second station (Wittekindstrasse) has been deployed 
with the new lamps the first months of 2014.

LED LIGHTING IN STATIONS IN PARIS (RATP)

RATP operates an extensive network of metro and RER 
(rapid trains). It decided to install LED lighting in all 
metro and RER stations. This decision was taken in 2012 
after a successful pilot in one metro station and at the 
RATP headquarters. Between 2013 and 2017, all 250,000 
lamps (including fittings) in the 301 metro stations and 

66 RER stations will be replaced by LED lighting. This 
will bring down energy use by 77 GWh per year, which is 
equivalent to 6,000 tons of CO2. It will also make RATP’s 
metro network the world’s first underground public 
transport network of this size to be entirely equipped 
with LED technology.

STATIONS
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CASE STUDIES

TfGM replaced the traditional lighting at Hyde bus sta-
tion with LED lighting in order to trial this new technol-
ogy before rolling it out to other sites. Twelve days staff 
time was necessary to specify, procure, install and com-
mission the system. These staff resources were higher 
than normal, due to this being the first LED scheme 
TfGM had undertaken. Some time was required to 
learn about the technology, meet with suppliers, etc. 

Fig. 33 – Energy savings with LED lighting at Hyde bus station in 
Manchester

USE OF LED LIGHTING IN A MANCHESTER INTERCHANGE (TFGM)
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Technical Data

Investment costs (€) € 35,000

Staff resources (days) 12 days 

Energy savings (%) 20%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 31,000 kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 16 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€)
€3,650 in energy use + estimated 
€6,000 in maintenance

Payback time (years) 3.7 years 

INSTALLATION OF A GREEN ROOF IN PARIS (RATP)

The roof of RATP’s headquarters building was originally 
insulated in 1995. Following an energy audit, the company 
discovered that heating and air-conditioning accounted 
for 8% of the building’s total energy consumption. It was 
then decided to install a green roof when renovating the 
roof after 15 years. The extra cost amounted to €100,000. 
This investment contributes to the global energy con-
sumption reduction of the building of 25%. 

Based on a comparison between 2010 and 2011, the 
total energy consumption was reduced by 20% (31,000 
kWh) and total costs savings amount to €9,650. TfGM’s 
trial of LED lighting has been so successful that TfGM 
has decided to progressively replace the lighting in all 
stations. 

OFFICES WORKSHOPSSTATIONS
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Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €15,000 / heating area

Energy savings (%) 60%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 76,000 kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 40 TCO2

Payback time (years) 7 years (normal winter)

moBiel operates several tram lines with underground 
stations and overground stops. During the winter, 
railway points must be heated in order not to freeze. 
Traditionally, points were permanently heated in win-
ter. moBiel initiated a pilot study in 2012 and tested 

DYNAMIC HEATING OF RAILWAY POINTS IN BIELEFELD (MOBIEL) 

dynamic controls at six point heating areas in a tram 
depot, with a view to preventing disruption of opera-
tions on the main network. The point heaters can be 
locally controlled by a switch (on / off / auto). The auto-
matic position can be activated or deactivated from 
the control room via a ripple control system. A defec-
tive heating element is immediately detected in the 
control system and energy meters have been installed, 
providing information about the current electricity 
consumption. The use of an humidity sensor is rec-
ommended. The point heaters are activated properly 
every time temperatures fall below 0°C (below 3°C 
when snowing). Their energy use was reduced by 60% 
compared to the previous situation. The cost per point 
heater is around €15,000. 

DYNAMIC HEATING OF THE METRO THIRD RAIL IN PARIS (RATP) 

The RATP metro network has a top-contact third rail 
to supply energy to the metro trains. This situation 
leads to high energy use, because the third rail must 
be heated in winter to avoid the accumulation of snow 
and ice. RATP evaluated the conditions under which it is 
necessary to heat the third rail and how the energy con-
sumption of heaters could be reduced. It implemented 
an intelligent controller along test lines. The heating 
control is based on actual measurements of weather 
parameters via one or more weather stations measuring 
temperature, wind speed and rain or snow. So heating 
devices are activated only when required, thus reducing 
the energy consumption. 

Technical Data (for metro line 6)

Investment costs (€) €8,500

Energy savings (%) 9%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 25,200 kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 2 TCO2

Payback time (years) 4 years

VEHICLES
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Vehicle traction energy represents 
a substantial part of the energy 
consumption of public transport 
companies. Since public transport 
services need to expand to cope 
with the growing mobility demand, 
the energy efficiency of fleets must 
be improved whilst simultaneously 
reducing carbon emissions.

The Ticket to Kyoto project has 
analysed different ways of reducing 
the energy consumption of public 
transport vehicles while ensuring 
smooth operations and without 
downgrading the quality of 
service. This chapter describes the 
techniques implemented by the 
partners for optimising the energy 
use of their buses, trams, metros 
and technical vehicles. 

2. ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN VEHICLES
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2.1. Eco-driving

Rail vehicles eco-driving
The design of older rail vehicles did not always take into 
account the energy consumption required for them to 
reach their top speed. When the distance between two 
stations is short, a vehicle will be accelerating to its top 
speed just before braking. This is wasteful and relatively 
inefficient. Simulations should be made to investigate 
rail vehicles’ consumption at various speeds and poten-
tial delays on the network that could result from an eco-
driving scheme. If delays prove acceptable, the network 
regulation software can be adapted to set parts of the 
network in eco-driving mode. Drivers must be trained 
and appropriate signalling must be placed to inform 
drivers about the new speed limits. 

Bus and technical fleet eco-driving
With inappropriate driving behaviour, drivers consume 
more fuel than they should, resulting in higher energy 
expenditure for the company. Eco-driving means 
smarter and more fuel-efficient driving. It requires major 
behavioural changes that can only be obtained by train-
ing people and raising their awareness about the ben-
efits of a more sustainable way of driving. The use of 
a display indicator is recommended, as it gives drivers 
information about their driving behaviour in ‘real time’, 
helping them improve their driving style. It also enables 
the company to monitor the driving style and fuel con-
sumption of each vehicle. The telematics system can be 
easily removed and installed in another vehicle when a 
fleet is replaced.

The following steps should be followed when imple-
menting an eco-driving scheme for bus drivers: 

 ¾ Train a trainer inside the company or hire a 
professional trainer

 ¾ Define a training plan for the drivers (theory and 
practice sessions)

 ¾ Install specific metering equipment on some 
vehicles for training purposes

 ¾ Communicate about the eco-driving programme 
and its objectives

 ¾ Evaluate the drivers’ interest after the training
 ¾ Motivate the drivers in the long term and give 
feedback on the global fuel savings

 ¾ Evaluate the costs and benefits of equipping all 
buses with an eco-driving display indicator. 

2.2. Temperature regulation
in vehicles

In winter, the heating temperature in vehicles is gen-
erally set to a specific temperature and is not adapted 
dynamically to changing weather conditions. Since pas-
sengers are usually dressed according to the outside 
temperature, excessive heating in the vehicles can be a 
source of discomfort, especially at peak time. The goal 
of temperature regulation is to reduce the temperature 
in the vehicles and decrease energy consumption. This 
action applies to rolling stock with a heating system 
that has a heating control to vary the temperature. It 
requires a feasibility study to identify the constraints 
from the operator viewpoint (settings, maintenance) 
and the passengers’ viewpoint (comfort). The right 
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temperature must be set according to thermal com-
fort rules and equipment possibilities. This measure is 
a great opportunity to examine all equipment and to 
replace any defective temperature sensors at the same 
time. 

2.3. Uncoupling of metro cars

On many transport networks, metro cars are coupled 
to offer sufficient capacity, especially during peak time. 
Whenever possible, the uncoupling of metro cars at 
specific times or on specific days can bring significant 
energy savings. That stems from the operation of fewer 
vehicles, thus reducing traction energy. This is only 
possible for older networks, as new metro systems are 
often composed of a single train allowing passengers 
to walk through the different cars. 

The following steps must be taken when implementing 
the project:

 ¾ Investigate the passenger load during off-peak 
hours and weekends

 ¾ Organise meetings with all departments involved in 
the operations planning process

 ¾ Estimate the staff needs required for the additional 
shunting operations

 ¾ Adapt the timetables and vehicle operation 
planning

 ¾ Monitor the energy consumption before and after 
implementation of the action.

2.4. Braking energy recovery

Braking energy recovery technologies have recently 
become a new market for the public transport sector 
and the industry has been investing in research and 
development in this field. Different technologies are 
competing for the same sector, with no clear lead-
ing technology. Each technology has advantages and 
drawbacks, depending on each context. 

T2K partners have thoroughly investigated braking 
energy recovery technologies. Three of the T2K part-
ners have simultaneously implemented systems on their 
network. This joint approach is unmatched anywhere in 
the world and allowed them to gain significant exper-
tise in this field. It emerges that investing human and 
financial resources in this concept is worth the effort, 
as it can substantially improve the energy efficiency of 
urban rail networks. 

Concept
Rail vehicles are propelled by electric motors supplied 
by substations placed along the tracks. The electricity 
is transferred via an overhead line through the pan-
tograph in the case of a tram, and by a third rail run-
ning all along the track in the case of a metro. Most 
recent rail vehicles have the ability to brake electrically 
using regenerative braking techniques. In that case, 
the electric motor can work as a generator recover-
ing the vehicle’s kinetic energy and converting it into 
electricity. In these vehicles, while a small portion of 
this kinetic energy can be reused to power vehicles 
auxiliaries, the remaining energy can be sent back to 
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the network and hence recovered only if a vehicle is 
accelerating nearby. In this case, the accelerating vehi-
cle takes advantage of this energy transfer. If that is 
not the case, the network voltage increases due to the 
energy surplus and this extra energy has to be dissi-
pated in braking resistors. This principle is shown in 
the figure above. 

These energy transfers between vehicles depend on 
parameters such as the traffic density, distances between 
the stations or slopes. In a metro network, these transfers 
usually amount to 20-30% of the total consumption. 

However, in many situations, the energy cannot be recov-
ered on the network because no vehicle is accelerating 
exactly when another is braking. To avoid these energy 
losses and to reduce overall energy consumption, sev-
eral applications have been developed. 

Applications
Braking energy recovery applications can be classified 
in three families: 

 ¾ Mobile storage applications 
 ¾ Stationary storage applications 
 ¾ Stationary ‘back to the grid’ applications.

Mobile storage applications
Mobile storage applications consist of onboard energy 
storage systems (ESS), usually located on the vehicle 
roof, every system working independently. When the 
recovered energy cannot be used by another vehicle 
nearby, the energy is directly sent to the storage system 
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Fig. 34 – Concept of the regenerative braking on a rail network

Fig. 35 – Concept of a mobile energy recovery system placed on the 
vehicle
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placed on the vehicle. The stored energy is then used 
to power the vehicle when it accelerates or supply its 
auxiliaries (heating, cooling, lighting, etc). 

Stationary storage applications
Stationary (wayside) storage applications consist of one 
or several energy storage systems placed along the 
tracks. They can recover the energy from any braking 
vehicle and power any accelerating vehicle. 

Stationary ‘back to the grid’ applications 
The main difference with the previous applications is 
that ‘back to the grid’ applications do not store the 
recovered energy. Instead they send it to the main elec-
trical grid to be used by other consumers or potentially 
sold back to the energy distributors. 
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“The collaboration 
between STIB  
and the Vrije Universiteit 
Brussel illustrates 
perfectly how research 
can lead to innovative 
investments,  
such as the  
metro-braking energy 
recovery project.”
Prof. Dr. Ir. Joeri Van Mierlo 
VUB, Brussels

Fig. 36 – Concept of a stationary energy recovery system placed 
along the tracks

Fig. 37 – Concept of a reversible susbtation (inverter) sending the 
recovered elecricity back to the grid
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MOBILE 
STORAGE 
SYSTEMS

STATIONARY 
STORAGE 
SYSTEMS

REVERSIBLE 
SUBSTATIONS

Overhead line or third rail losses are reduced. Ò

High efficiency due to lower transformation and storage losses. Ò

Recovered braking energy can supply any equipment  
(lighting, escalators, etc.). Ò

Vehicles can be operated without overhead lines/ third rail  
on short sections. Ò

The systems can be installed without having to modify the vehicles. Ò Ò

Lower safety constraints as not on-board of the vehicle. Ò Ò

Tunnels and stations warming can be avoided by reducing the heat 
produced by the braking resistors. Ò Ò Ò

Voltage stabilisation and peak-shaving opportunities. Ò Ò

Table 8 – Comparison of braking energy recovery applications for urban rail vehicles

Applications comparison
Each type of application has advantages and draw-
backs summarized in the table above. 

Technologies
The previously described applications can be based on 
different technologies: 

 ¾ A battery stores energy through an electrochemical 
reaction. Batteries are found in a large range of sizes 
and power ratings.

 ¾ A supercapacitor is an electrochemical storage 
device where the energy is stored as a concentration 
of electrons on the surface of a material. No chemical 
reaction occurs. They bridge the gap between con-
ventional capacitors and batteries and can deliver at 
least 10 times higher power than most batteries of 
equivalent size.

 ¾ A flywheel is a rotating wheel spinning around an 
axis, used for storing energy mechanically in the form 
of kinetic energy. The flywheel works by accelerating 
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a rotor to a very high speed and maintaining the 
energy in the system as rotational energy. Flywheels 
can be used to produce high power peaks. 

 ¾ Most conventional substations allow only for unidi-
rectional energy flow. A reversible substation uses an 
inverter allowing the energy to flow in both direc-
tions. Unlike the storage technologies described pre-
viously, the recovered braking energy is not stored 
but sent back to the electrical network. 

In terms of power and energy density, the different stor-
age technologies perform differently. Supercapacitors 
have a relatively low energy density but a high power 
density (fast electrical response) whereas batteries have 
a high energy density but a low power density (slow 
electrical response). Flywheels have also a relatively 
high power density. 

Implementation
Both mobile and stationary systems aim to reduce the 
overall consumption of metro and light rail networks. 
Only a very limited number of systems have yet been 
implemented in the public transport field worldwide. 
Most systems are still at the prototype stage, which 
makes it difficult for transport operators to take invest-
ment decisions due to the lack of experience feed-
back and uncertainties about the return on investment 
and life cycle. Costs could decrease when this market 
expands, as a result of technological improvements and 
a reduction in material costs.

Throughout the Ticket to Kyoto project, the partners 
demonstrated that it is not easy to compare technolo-

gies, assess likely performance and determine the opti-
mum technological solution. Finding the best-adapted 
technology and opting for the right implementation 
require a holistic approach that takes many parameters 
into consideration.

One key element when investigating braking energy 
recovery technologies is simulation. A comprehensive 
analysis of the network and a clear evaluation of pos-
sible gains are recommended. Most suppliers will offer 
their services and experience in this field. However, 
results might be affected by their obvious interest in 
selling their own devices, which might not always be the 
most appropriate. Other consultancies are also devel-
oping simulation tools for this purpose and may offer 
more neutral assessments. 
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Fig. 38 – Comparison of storage technologies
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Issues 
Any operator willing to invest in a braking energy recov-
ery system should at least consider the following issues 
as they will have straight impacts on the energy savings 
and the way systems can be implemented. 

Network issues
 ¾ Electrical network ownership
 ¾ Configuration of the electrical network
 ¾ Traffic intensity
 ¾ Line topology
 ¾ Type of vehicles
 ¾ Weather and temperature.

Implementation issues 
 ¾ Location choice
 ¾ Number of systems
 ¾ System size and weight
 ¾ Cooling and ventilation requirements
 ¾ Weather and temperature effects.

Environmental issues 
 ¾ Use of harmful materials
 ¾ Noise and vibrations
 ¾ Electromagnetic interference.

Financial issues 
 ¾ Investment costs
 ¾ Lifetime
 ¾ Life cycle costs (maintenance and replacement)
 ¾ Return on investment.

“The energy 
consumption of our 
tramways decreased 
by more than 5% 
thanks to our braking 
energy recovery 
investments in the  
T2K project.”
Kai-Uwe Steinbrecher 
Technical Director, moBiel, Bielefeld
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METRO ECO-DRIVING IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

CORPORATE FLEET OPTIMISATION IN MANCHESTER (TFGM)

The STIB eco-driving project involved limiting the maxi-
mum authorised speed of metro vehicles to 60 km/h 
instead of 72 km/h and 50 km/h instead of 60 km/h when 
the eco-driving signalling is on. The reduced speed 
mode is disabled when delays are observed on the metro 
network, enabling drivers to make up for the delay by 

TfGM has taken numerous steps to reduce the energy 
consumption and carbon emissions of its fleet of 
around 150 technical vehicles used by staff looking after 
the public transport network facilities. TfGM has imple-
mented different actions to optimise fleet use. The pro-
curement of software to track the vehicles and monitor 
their consumption led to 15% fuel cost savings with no 
training but only communication campaigns. The tele-
matics system is a logger installed in the vehicles. This 
enables the fleet team to instantly view fuel and driv-
ing data. The system has been used to determine which 
vehicles were the most inefficient and polluting and 

driving faster. STIB has observed an energy reduction of 
12% of the traction energy required (11.5 GWh), with cost 
savings of around €1,000,000 per year. The project also 
improved metro punctuality and helped the drivers, who 
feel they are under less stress because they can make up 
any delay when the eco-driving mode is off.

how frequently vehicles were utilised. A decision was 
taken to get rid of some vehicles which had the highest 
costs and emissions, based on the data available. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€)
€35,000 for the training 
€30,000 for network measurements

Staff resources
50 working days  
+ 1 hour training per driver

Energy savings (%) 12%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 11,500,000 kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 3,060 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €934,000

Payback time (years) Less than one year

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €14,000

Annual software costs €7,400

Fuel cost savings (%) 15%

Annual maintenance cost savings (%) 5%

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 40 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €11,800

Payback time (years) 3 years 

QUICK WINSCOMMUNICATIONVEHICLES
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BUS ECO-DRIVING IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

STIB implemented an eco-driving programme for 
its bus fleet. This involved equipping the buses with 
a display indicator, which gives drivers information 
about their driving behaviour in ‘real time’ to help 
them improve their driving style. The visual and audi-
tory signals ensure the drivers stay focused on speed-
ing, over-revving, brutal acceleration, sudden braking 
and excessive idling. It drastically reduces instances 
of abnormal behaviour for each driver, resulting in 
a reduction in fuel consumption, increasing the effi-
ciency of drivers, improving passenger comfort, 
reducing wear in parts and lowering CO2 emissions. 
All events related to the vehicle and driver are stored 
in the onboard computer and sent to a hosted server 
through the GPRS network. A web application pro-
vides access to data on the vehicle and driver, for the 
purpose of analysis. During the pilot phase, STIB suc-
ceeded in reducing the bus fleet consumption by 5%. 

Fig.39 – Mix Insight web application for analysing drivers’ behaviour 
(Mix Telematics)

Deployed on the whole bus fleet, this could result to 
fuel savings of around €750,000. Based on these pre-
liminary results, the payback time of investing in eco-
driving equipment and training is around two years. 

UNCOUPLING METRO CARS DURING WEEKENDS IN ROTTERDAM (RET)

RET investigated the passenger load to assess 
whether the metro length could be reduced at cer-
tain times of the week. This led to the conclusion that 
it was impossible to uncouple metro vehicles during 
the week, since a single set would result in capac-
ity shortage. At weekends, the occupancy of the 
metro lines is much lower and the use of a single set 
seemed acceptable for most lines. The project then 
considered how the changes would impact on exist-
ing timetables and shunting activities. Since there is 

no option to disconnect the vehicles during the day, 
shorter metros need to be available from the start of 
operation on Saturday morning. This resulted in extra 
shunting activity on Friday evening and Sunday even-
ing. The reduction in terms of kWh was estimated 
to be 5,600,000 kWh with financial savings around 
€650,000. Additional staff was needed for disconnect-
ing, connecting, swapping back and riding metros to 
different locations (at least three FTE). 

QUICK WINSCOMMUNICATIONVEHICLES
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REDUCING TEMPERATURE SET POINT IN REGIONAL TRAINS IN PARIS (RATP)

RATP operates an extended regional rail network 
(RER) with three types of regional trains. The tem-
perature was originally set at 18°C during the winter 
in all vehicles. The project involved lowering the point 
temperature from 18°C to 15°C. Measurements were 
made during operating times to estimate the poten-
tial of energy savings for each rolling stock model. The 
energy savings ranged from 6% to 32%. The energy 
savings amounted to an average of 40,000 kWh per 
train element every year and the resulting GHG emis-
sions could be reduced by 1.7 TCO2 for each vehicle. 
This resulted in cost savings of around €2,400 per train 

element annually. As far as staff resources are con-
cerned, four persons worked for one month to adapt 
all vehicles. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) None

Staff resources One day / vehicle

Energy savings (%)
From 5% to 30%, depending on the 
vehicle

Annual energy savings (kWh) 40,000 kWh/vehicle

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 1.7 TCO2/vehicle

Annual cost savings (€) €2,400/vehicle

Payback time (years) Less than one year

BUS ECO-DRIVING IN BIELEFELD (MOBIEL)

moBiel organised a one-day training for their 300 bus 
drivers. The training course comprised a theoretical 
session for five or six drivers, explaining the key points 
for reducing fuel consumption. It also included a practi-
cal session, with a bus fitted with an eco-driving display 
indicator. This eco-driving programme allowed moBiel 
to reduce its fuel consumption by 10% (252,000 litres), 
resulting in a €3,500 cost saving per bus every year. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €1,800 per training

Fuel savings (%) 10%

Annual fuel savings (litres) 250,000 litres

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 660 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €3,500 / bus

Payback time (years) Less than one year

QUICK WINSCOMMUNICATIONVEHICLES
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BRAKING ENERGY RECOVERY ON THE BIELEFELD LIGHT RAIL NETWORK (MOBIEL)

moBiel intended to invest in a braking energy recovery system to 
decrease the energy consumption of its light-rail network. The first 
step was a network study done by an external consultancy, to gain an 
overview of the potential savings and identify potential locations for 
implementing the recovery systems. In a second step, moBiel launched 
a European tender and opted for a flywheel and two inverters. 

The flywheel is located at the end of one line but this line will be 
extended by 1.5 km in a near future. Due to its weight (10 tons), the 
ground below the substation had to be consolidated. The system is 
very noisy (96 dB(A)) and obliges staff to wear acoustic protection 
when close to the equipment. During installation, some jerking prob-
lems occurred with various types of vehicles when braking, but this 
could be fixed. The results of the flywheel exceeded the expectations 
stemming from the network study. 

moBiel also invested in two inverters located on two different tram 
lines. The inverters are less heavy and not noisy. The results of both 
systems are in line with expectations and the systems are currently 
fine-tuned to optimise energy savings. A third inverter will be pur-
chased in the near future. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €825,000

Energy savings (%) 6%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 900,000

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 470 TCO2

Payback time (years) Maximum 10 years (5 years with T2K funding)

VEHICLES
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BRAKING ENERGY RECOVERY ON THE BRUSSELS METRO NETWORK (STIB)

Braking energy recovery technologies have been stud-
ied at STIB since 2004. After meeting with firms pre-
senting their latest products, STIB soon realised that 
it would have to adopt a global approach in order to 
grasp the different aspects of this field. Research pro-
jects with local universities produced interesting results 
regarding the implementation of supercapacitor-based 
technologies, particularly for the metro network. A first 
version of a simulation tool was tested for calculating 
the energy flows between the vehicles and potential 
energy savings. This work was deepened during the 
Ticket to Kyoto project and led to the development of a 
robust simulation tool able to evaluate any type of brak-
ing energy recovery equipment. 

In parallel, a multicriteria analysis was completed to 
see what technology would best suit the STIB’s needs. 
Since STIB owns its high-voltage electrical network, 
inverters appeared to be the most cost-effective solu-
tion in this context. A European tender was launched 
and three suppliers were invited to test their system 
on the network for several weeks in order to compare 
their efficiency and the delivered savings. This empirical 
approach produced useful insights on the way braking 
energy can be recovered by the use of inverters. The 
best system is now progressively installed on the entire 
metro network. 

Technical Data (extrapolation for deployment on whole lines 2 and 6)

Investment costs (€) €1,800,000

Energy savings (%) 9%

Annual energy savings (kWh) 3,400,000 kWh

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 568 TCO2

Payback time (years) 5 years

VEHICLES
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BRAKING ENERGY RECOVERY ON THE ROTTERDAM METRO NETWORK (RET)

RET identified braking energy recovery as a great 
opportunity to reduce the energy used by its metro 
system. The company has previous experience with 
braking energy recovery technologies. A supercapac-
itors-based storage system has been implemented 
along the tram network, but the results were below 
expectations. The installation was also very noisy and 
had to be encapsulated in a container. RET also has 
some doubts about flywheels. It has experienced a 
number of failures with an on-board flywheel system 
on a tram: the flywheel worked loose and destroyed 
the installation. The company made an assessment of 
this situation, taking into account the history of other 

energy recovery systems, investment and operational 
costs, space requirements and the risks of each tech-
nology. A reversible substation was seen as the best 
option for the metro network in the Rotterdam area. As 
a result, RET decided to invest in two inverters, where 
no storage is needed and energy can be used directly 
on the 10kV network. To determine the best location 
for these inverters on the network, a network simula-
tion was done with different timetables. This led to the 
recommendation to place them on two different lines. 
A European tender was launched and one company 
was selected. The success of these two substations will 
determine whether RET will place new orders. 

VEHICLES
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Energy consumption and associated emissions of 
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere have become 
a major challenge. In 2011, electricity produced 
from renewable resources accounted for around 
20% of the total gross electricity consumption in 
Europe (Eurostat, 2012). New technologies are being 
developed and improved to ensure the production 
of energy from renewable resources. The use of 
renewable energy must be promoted in the public 
transport sector to minimise the environmental 
impact of its services. New transport infrastructure 
offers outstanding opportunities to invest in 
renewable energy sources, as energy production 
facilities can be designed at the start of the project 
and more easily incorporated in large buildings (see 
also ecodesign section). 

Several investments in more sustainable energy 
production systems have been made within the 
Ticket to Kyoto project, in order to evaluate their use 
in the public transport field: geothermal energy, wind 
energy, hydropower and fuel cells. These investments 
allowed the partners to exchange on best practices 
and to improve their knowledge of technologies 
that had never before been implemented by public 
transport companies. 

3. ENERGY PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
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3.1. Geothermal energy

Geothermal energy is energy stored in the ground 
in the form of heat. It is an infinite renewable energy 
source and can be used for heating buildings. The best-
known technique is a heat pump used to extract heat 
from the rocks in soil or from underground hot water. 

In the physical world, heat is transferred from the warm-
est location to the coldest location (entropy phenom-
enon). A heat pump reverses this process, in the same 
way as refrigerators. The process is done in four steps: 

 ¾ A very volatile liquid, at low pressure and low 
temperature, comes into contact with a slightly 
warm environment (such as the underground), 
absorbs its heat and evaporates. 

 ¾ The low-pressure gas passes through a compressor, 
resulting in a high-pressure and high-temperature 
gas. 

 ¾ This gas is passed through a series of heating pipes, 
where heat is dissipated. 

 ¾ When dissipating its heat, the gas turns into a fluid, 
undergoes an expansion and again becomes a fluid 
at low pressure and low temperature.

3.2. Wind energy

A wind turbine converts the kinetic energy of wind into 
mechanical energy, thus producing electricity. It must 
face the direction of the wind, so that the blades are 
set in circular motion by the wind’s kinetic energy. The 
blades are connected to a rotor, which in turn generates 
the rotation of a generator located on the same axis. A 
gearbox is also used to accelerate the rotation velocity, 
to increase the efficiency of the system. 

Wind turbines require specific wind conditions to func-
tion properly. Below a wind speed of 3.5 m/s, the yield 
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Fig. 41 – Illustration of the use of geothermy to heat 
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is negative; in that case, wind turbines are shut down 
to prevent wasteful consumption. On the other hand, 
when the speed exceeds 13.5 m/s, wind turbines must 
be shut down to prevent damage to the equipment. 
Local climatic and environmental conditions have a 
very strong impact on the profitability of the system 
and they must be carefully studied. The recommended 
minimum is 5 m/s.

It can be tricky to install wind turbines in an urban envi-
ronment, where the average wind speed is much lower 
than in open areas of countryside or near the coast. 
Wind turbines often face hostility from local communi-
ties concerned with the impact of noise and changes 
to the visual landscape. Despite these obstacles, urban 
wind turbines have been successfully installed in some 
cities and they are a potential solution for public trans-
port buildings that are located some distance from 
other buildings. 

3.3. Solar energy

Solar radiation is an infinite source of heat and light. 
The best-known solar-based technologies are thermal 
systems for heating domestic water and photovoltaic 
panels for producing electricity. Photovoltaic or thermal 
systems must be placed in locations where the Sun’s 
rays can reach them in the most efficient way. 

Thermal systems
Thermal systems convert sunlight into heat. Solar heat 
is transmitted to a fluid, which transports the heat to 
the heat exchanger via pumps with a minimal heat loss. 
Then the exchanger transfers the heat to the domestic 
hot water store. In summer, the boiler heats water to 
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Fig. 42 – Principle of a solar thermal system
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a comfortable temperature. Solar thermal systems are 
proven technology and they can be installed in a simple 
and cost-effective manner. Compared to photovoltaic 
systems, solar thermal systems are not as expensive and 
offer a significant reduction of energy consumption. 

Photovoltaic systems
Photovoltaic systems convert sunlight into electricity. 
Photovoltaic technology is based on water-based sili-
con cells. Solar energy is converted into a direct cur-
rent (DC). If needed, the photovoltaic system can be 
connected to the electrical grid to export electricity 
(grid-connected system). The main advantage of a pho-
tovoltaic system is that it produces energy from a highly 
renewable source, without carbon emissions and noise. 
Intense sunlight is not required to ensure that the sys-
tem operates properly. A small quantity of sunlight is 
enough to produce energy. This system requires rela-
tively little maintenance and has a lifetime of 15 to 30 
years. The main disadvantages are capital costs and the 
need for a large unshaded surface. 

3.4. Hydropower

Hydropower can be captured wherever a flow of water 
falls from a higher level to a lower level. This may occur 
where a stream runs down a hillside, or a river passes over 
a waterfall or man-made weir, or where a reservoir dis-
charges water back into the main river. The vertical fall of 
the water, known as the head, is essential for hydropower 
generation. Fast-flowing water on its own does not con-
tain sufficient energy for useful power production, except 

Hydropower
generator

Fig. 43 – Principle of a hydropower system

on a very large scale, such as offshore marine currents. It 
is generally better to have more head than more flow, 
since this keeps the equipment smaller. 

3.5. Fuel cell

A fuel cell is a device that produces electricity through a 
chemical reaction from combining a fuel, usually hydro-
gen, with oxygen. In this reaction, electrons are freed 
from the hydrogen in the fuel cell by a catalyst, and gain 
energy from the chemical reaction binding hydrogen 
and oxygen. This provides a source for electrical cur-
rent. The exhaust of hydrogen fuel cells consists simply 
of water, thus considerably reducing carbon emissions. 
Fuel cells are currently used in spacecraft, and increas-
ingly in ground transportation, with potential use every-
where electricity is required. 

Fuel cell systems can be differentiated into High Temper-
ature Fuel Cells which operate at temperatures greater 
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“As transport authority for public transport in the Rotterdam area, 
we are proud of RET’s community involvement. With the Ticket to 
Kyoto project they have shown what can be achieved if you look 
beyond the limits of your own operation. Through the remarkable 
cooperation and sharing knowledge in this project they have 
managed to make public transport more sustainable. This will 
improve the air quality in the municipalities in our region.”
Eric Bavelaar 
Head public transport, City Region Rotterdam

than 200°C, and Low Temperature Fuel Cell which oper-
ate at temperatures below 200°C. High Temperature 
Fuel Cells have a shorter start up time and fast electri-
cal response but require an expensive platinum-based 
catalyst. The difference in the physical and performance 
properties for fuel cells, which operate at either high or 
low temperatures, helps tailor their suitability for given 
applications.

There is a range of potential applications around public 
transport estates where fuel cells could play a role:

 ¾ Standby power: Diesel generators are often 
employed in a number of back-up power 
applications. There is interest in using fuel cells for 

on-site generation in a peak-shaving mode (i.e. to 
reduce the import of grid electricity during peak 
tariff periods)

 ¾ Uninterruptible power systems (UPS): A UPS is a 
power supply that includes a battery to maintain 
power in the event of a power outage. There are 
a number of potential applications for fuel cells to 
supply for example data centres

 ¾ Combined Heat and Power (CHP): Public transport 
buildings such as workshops, offices, stations and 
interchanges demand substantial heating, cooling 
and electricity. Sites possessing year-round thermal 
and electrical baseloads would be ideal applications 
for a small scale CHP fuel cell. 
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GEOTHERMAL ENERGY IN A TRAM DEPOT IN ROTTERDAM (RET) 

During the design phase of the new Beverwaard tram 
depot, RET investigated the deployment of energy 
piles for recovering geothermal energy. As soil is 
mostly composed of silt and clay in the Netherlands, it 
was necessary to install foundations on piles, because 
harder layers are found further down in the ground. 

The entire complex was built on more than 2,800 pieces 
of prefab concrete piles with some 500 equipped as 
energy piles. The principle behind energy piles is the 
exchange of heat and cold, which are stored in the 

ground and sent to the buildings via an internal fluid 
circuit inside the piles. 

This is the first time in the Netherlands that this princi-
ple has been used on such a big scale. RET saves about 
60% on energy cost with this system compared to a 
more conventional heating and cooling system. The 
payback period is approximately 10 years.15

15. This investment was made in the TramStore21 project: www.tramstore21.eu

WORKSHOPS
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HEAT PUMP IN A METRO STATION IN PARIS (RATP)

RATP installed a heat pump in the recently built metro 
station Front Populaire, following the extension of 
metro line 12. The heat pump is intended to heat and 
cool the air of the underground staff and technical 
rooms, by taking the air outside of the station. When 
the outside temperature is between -5°C and 19°C, it 
is used to heat the rooms; when the temperature is 
higher than 24°C, it cools the rooms. This investment 
enabled RATP for the first time to run a heat pump in 
a metro station. 

THERMAL SOLAR SYSTEM ON THE ROOF OF A TRAM DEPOT IN ROTTERDAM (RET) 

RET installed a solar thermal system on the roof of its 
new Beverwaard tram depot to produce hot water for 
showers. This installation is based on daily water needs 
for eight showers. The system was placed on the roof 
above the office area. It includes two collectors with a 
total surface area of 8.24 m2 and an adjacent boiler bar-
rel of 300 litres. The estimated CO2 savings amount to 
some 800 kg per year. 

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €77,000 

Annual cost savings (€) €9660/year

Payback time (years) 6 years

OFFICESSTATIONS WORKSHOPS
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WIND TURBINE AT A RAILWAY STATION IN MANCHESTER (TFGM)

Following feasibility studies, Horwich Parkway was iden-
tified as a good site for the installation of a wind tur-
bine. The site was chosen because its location is not a 
high urban density area and offered good average wind 
speeds. The wind turbine is a Gaia 11 kW that stands 
24.8 m from the ground to the tip of the highest blade. 
It has a swept area16 of 133 m² and should be capable of 
producing over 25,000 kWh per annum. 

This type of turbine was chosen for its high energy 
output, low noise and high reliability record. Visually, 
the turbine is sufficiently remote so as not to produce 
any adverse effects on residents and businesses, and 
can only really be seen from passing trains. A remote 
monitoring link was established, allowing TfGM to see 
real-time data on the turbine’s wind speed and power 
output.

16.  The swept area is an important figure for electricity generation – the 
bigger the blades, the bigger the swept area, which results in more energy 
generated.

Technical Data

Generator rating 11 kW at 10 m/s

Rotor speed 56 rpm (fixed)

Cut-in wind speed 3.5 m/s (7.8 mph)

Cut-out wind speed 25 m/s (56 mph)

Rotor diameter 13 m

Number of blades 2

Blade material Glass fibre

Tower height 18 m

STATIONS
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HYDROPOWER PLANT AT AN INTERCHANGE IN MANCHESTER (TFGM)

To supplement the energy requirements of the new 
Rochdale Interchange, TfGM developed the Hydro 
Electric Power (HEP) scheme. This site became Europe’s 
first public transport interchange to be powered by 
hydropower and makes the investment highly innova-
tive. The hydroelectric turbine converts energy from the 
river as it flows rapidly through a weir. The turbine is 
driven by an ‘Archimedean screw’, driven by the weight 
of the water to generate electricity. 

The hydroelectric turbine is predicted to produce up 
to 86,000 kWh of electricity every year, which will help 
to reduce the interchange’s carbon footprint by over a 
quarter. To address broader biodiversity concerns, a 
fish pass has been incorporated into the design. This 
allows the fish to travel down the screw without being 
harmed. 

Technical Data

Max flow rate 1890 l/s

Diameter 2100 mm

No of flights 3

Angle of inclination 22 degrees

Head 1.5m

Peak power output 21.1 kw

Screw efficiency 84%

Overall efficiency 74%

STATIONS
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FUEL CELL FEASIBILITY STUDY IN MANCHESTER (TFGM)

Together with the Manchester Metropolitan University, 
TfGM carried out a feasibility study for the use of fuel 
cells in the public transport field. It concluded that for 
TfGM fuel cell CHP applications would be the best 
choice. The scale and profile of energy demands of 
the Piccadilly office headquarters could provide an 
opportunity for a small-scale fuel cell CHP system. 
The system could operate at high utilisation without 
any requirement for export of electricity or heat rejec-
tion. A potentially attractive use for the thermal output 

would be as a pre-heat for the hot-water supply, which 
is currently provided by an immersion heater. A range 
of other sites within the TfGM estate has also been 
assessed. The Shudehill interchange has ample base-
load demand for a small-scale system to operate at full 
utilisation. However, the financial gains are expected 
to be less attractive than at the Piccadilly headquar-
ters. The main conclusion is that both sites could pro-
vide an initial opportunity for TfGM to trial fuel cell 
technology.

Technical Data

Performance 22,5 kWp

Feed-in 22.5 kW x 830 h = 18,675 kW/a

Annual CO2 savings 68 TCO2

GREEN STATION IN BIELEFELD (MOBIEL) 

moBiel has developed a ‘green station’ at the terminus 
of tram line 2, near the tram depot. The goal of this 
concept is to offer various mobility services at the same 
point for citizens. 

The green station consists of: station for e-bikes / 
Station for electric car-sharing / Public charging station 
for electrical cars / Public charging station for LPG-cars 
/ Park and ride facility / Interchange between bus and 
tram / Covered parking place for bikes / Car-sharing / 
Taxi stand.

If this is successful, moBiel intends to implement green 
stations along the whole public transport network to 
promote multimodality. Photovoltaic panels have been 
placed on the roof of the green station to produce 
green electricity for recharging electric cars and bikes. 

STATIONS WORKSHOPS COMMUNICATION
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4. BUILDING ECODESIGN

Much of the public transport infrastructure 
across Europe was built during the 20th Century, 
when environmental standards were weaker 
than today’s and when saving energy was not 
high on the political and business agenda. Since 
then, we have experienced exponential growth 
in new technology and product development, 
alongside a heightened awareness of the need 
for sustainable design, construction, operation 
and maintenance of buildings. Renovating old, 
inefficient metro or light-rail stations, depots 
and workshops offers operators a chance to 
harness these new developments and to achieve 
significant energy and CO2 reductions, lower 
operational costs and increase their overall 
sustainability. 

The Ticket to Kyoto project has been an excellent 
opportunity for partners to exchange information 
and expertise on the different ways that public 
transport companies integrate energy and GHG 
reduction in the design of their operational 
buildings. 
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4.1. Applications in the public 
transport sector

Transport companies operate various types of build-
ings, which can be improved by designing them more 
efficiently in terms of energy use. 

Office buildings
Although office buildings are not representative of public 
transport infrastructure per se, they are a significant part 
of the energy use of public transport companies. Their 
sustainability can be greatly improved during the design 
phase. Several familiar methodologies can be harnessed 
to achieve results in this field. Nevertheless, a good design 
must be followed by clear actions in order to maintain the 
building properly, especially in terms of heating, ventila-
tion and lighting, to maximise the benefits.

Stations
Metro or light-rail stations are never solely renovated 
with a view to reducing energy consumption and envi-
ronmental impacts. There are always other considera-
tions, such as increasing capacity or modernising the 
area. Underground stations may have staff offices, 
which are often invisible to customers. They include 
spaces where operational staff can rest, have lunch or 
organise a meeting. Usually these offices have no direct 
daylight and no connection to the natural gas grid. 
Significant energy savings can be achieved by improv-
ing the design of these offices. 

The inclusion of energy saving and sustainability issues 
in renovation plans for stations is a relatively new trend 

in public transport. It is important to apply a consistent 
and applicable approach when enhancing the energy 
efficiency and overall sustainability of a transport sys-
tem. A set of guidelines should also be developed, in 
order to achieve this and guide the renovation process. 

Depots and workshops
All public transport networks need places in which to 
stable, protect and maintain their rolling stock. A metro 
or a tram is an especially complex and expensive piece 
of machinery, requiring careful maintenance. 

A depot must be considered the heart of any transport 
network: it is the hub from where all vehicles spread out 
across the city to offer high-level services to local citi-
zens. It is also the place where maintenance is carried 
out on a daily basis to ensure a smooth and seamless 
transport experience. 

Given depots’ long lifespan, sometimes up to a cen-
tury, it is important to focus on long-term initiatives to 
achieve sustainability. Although ecodesign of a depot 
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may seem expensive at first, it will often bring signifi-
cant benefits in the long run. Moreover, the latest tech-
niques are used when building a new depot and these 
can provide reference points for the construction sector 
in general. 

The sustainable design of tram depots has been thor-
oughly analysed in the European TramStore21 project. 
A comprehensive approach for designing modern and 
innovative stabling and maintenance halls can be found 
on the project website: www.tramstore21.eu 

4.2. Certification schemes

Different methods are available for designing sustain-
able buildings. However, most of these approaches 
have focused so far on residential and office buildings 
and are not well adapted to industrial places such as 
stations or depots. Nevertheless, the methodologies 
can be very helpful for listing all the parameters that 
must be taken into account when planning the building 
or renovation of a new property in the public transport 
field. 

BREEAM 
BREEAM (Building Research Establishment’s Environ-
mental Assessment Method) is the one of the world’s 
leading and most widely used sustainable building 
certification scheme. It addresses wide-ranging envi-
ronmental and sustainability issues and enables devel-
opers, designers and building managers to demonstrate 
the environmental credentials of their buildings.

This assessment method was developed in the UK and 
can be used to assess any building type. BREEAM has 
become a widely used measure to describe a building’s 
environmental performance. It uses a straightforward 
scoring system that is transparent, flexible, and easy to 
understand as well as supported by evidence-based sci-
ence and research. The scheme involves assessment at 
design stage and post-construction, where credits are 
awarded in nine categories. The individual credits for 
each category are then added together to produce an 
overall score that determines the rating of the building. 

The scale of the rating is: Pass, Good, Very Good, Excel-
lent and Outstanding. 

HQE 
The HQE (Haute Qualité Environnementale) is a meth-
odology for achieving high environmental quality 
in the building sector by assisting those involved in 
construction or refurbishment to choose sustainable 
technologies and solutions. This French standard was 
established and is controlled by the Association pour 
la Haute Qualité Environnementale (ASSOHQE), based 
in Paris. 

The methodology specifies criteria for achieving two 
main goals: 

 ¾ Managing the impacts on the outdoor environment
 ¾ Creating a pleasant indoor environment.

DGNB 
The DGNB Certification (Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Nachhaltiges Bauen) is a German tool for the planning 
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and evaluation of buildings. It was developed by the 
German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) in collab-
oration with the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building, 
and Urban Affairs (BMVBS). The scheme is a transpar-
ent and comprehensible rating system that is based 
on real-world circumstances. It defines the quality of 
buildings in a comprehensive way and enables auditors 
to conduct an evaluation systematically and indepen-
dently. As it is based on a meritocratic rating system, it 
covers all relevant criteria for sustainable construction. 
Outstanding buildings are awarded the bronze, silver or 
gold categories. During the evaluation, six criteria are 
considered by the certification: 

 ¾ Ecological quality
 ¾ Economic quality
 ¾ Socio-cultural and functional quality
 ¾ Technical quality
 ¾ Quality of the process
 ¾ Quality of the location. 

4.3. Station renovation reference 
system

Most of the time, when a public transport company 
plans the building or renovation of a station, the 
assignment is tendered to architects and engineering 
companies who submit projects based on the station 
plans and general instructions. The best project is 
selected on various economic, technical and aestheti-
cal criteria. If not integrated from the very beginning 
of the process, sustainable considerations may prove 
expensive and interfere with the initial project. This 

may lead to extra costs or cause delays to the delivery 
of the project. 

The T2K project recommends developing a referential 
document synthesising all the recommendations on 
environmental concerns. Certification schemes exist for 
refurbishment as well (e.g. BREEAM refurbishment). The 
goals of such a reference document are: 

 ¾ To assist design teams and management to design 
sustainable metro and light-rail stations

 ¾ To submit forms and relevant measures with clear 
measurable objectives that support the renovations 
to improve the sustainable approach for stations

 ¾ To give a performance score in the sustainable strat-
egy from qualitative assessment measures

 ¾ To reference good practice, advice and recommen-
dations within the sustainable metro and pre-metro 
stations for the measures concerned as guidance in 
the design process and management.

Three potential levels of use can be considered: 
 ¾ Minimum: tool for self-management of the operator 
and the authority, which serves as internal guidance 
and support to make decisions in various stages of 
the renovation of a station

 ¾ Medium: internal self-management tool to poten-
tially obtain a certification of environmental per-
formance. In this case, an auditor would verify the 
results afterwards

 ¾ Maximum: internal self-management tool with the 
presence of an auditor to give advice and check the 
results at each stage. This can be required to obtain 
a certification of environmental performance.
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CASE STUDIES

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS IN STATION OFFICES IN ROTTERDAM (RET)

RET carried out a pilot project in the Stadhuis metro 
service area, a room where metro staff can work, organ-
ise meetings or simply rest and have lunch. The project 
consisted of an integrated approach aimed at reduc-
ing the energy consumption of the room. The original 
lighting was replaced by LEDs because they are more 
energy efficient, generate fewer disposals and require 
less maintenance. The room is also equipped with occu-
pancy sensors that switch off the lights when no one 
is inside and simultaneously reduces the heating. This 
project delivered exceptional results, as the new instal-
lation saves about 76% of the energy use compared to 
the old installations. The maintenance costs are also 

expected to be much lower because the lighting has 
a much longer lifespan than the old TL8 light sources 
and the HVAC system only operates at full power when 
needed.

Technical Data

Investment costs (€) €15,000

Energy savings (%) 75%

Annual energy savings (kWh)
3,300 kWh (lighting) 
26,000 kWh (HVAC)

Annual CO2 savings (TCO2) 0,44 TCO2

Annual cost savings (€) €2,500

Payback time (years) 5 years

REFERENCE SYSTEM FOR THE CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION OF METRO STATIONS  
IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

STIB has developed with Brussels Mobility a reference 
document aimed at integrating environmental consid-
erations during the whole renovation process for under-
ground stations. This document includes an overview 

guidance tool listing all the potential actions to be taken, 
a detailed reference document with technical infor-
mation and a quick evaluation system in the form of a 
questionnaire. 

The reference document was based on the BREEAM 
method and focuses on nine topics. For each potential 
measure, a brief description is available in addition to 
the expected effects:

 ¾ Energy
 ¾ Water 
 ¾ Building materials
 ¾ Transport
 ¾ Waste

 ¾ Pollution
 ¾ Well-being
 ¾ Management
 ¾ Ecology.

STATIONS COMMUNICATION
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Energy-saving measures often relate 
mostly to technological improvements and 
renewable energy investments. However, 
the T2K partners believe that raising staff 
awareness on energy and carbon issues 
must be placed at the heart of any carbon 
strategy. Changing the behaviour of 
internal staff is crucial, as their daily actions 
will directly impact energy use in buildings 
or vehicles. An energy-efficient investment 
will not reach its potential if the people 
in charge of the system are not aware of 
its aim and proper functioning. Besides 
raising awareness, public transport 
operators should improve their staff’s 
technical knowledge through training. 

1.1. Capacity building

The setting up of a carbon strategy requires staff avail-
ability and capacity to further develop, implement 
and monitor energy efficiency and carbon reduction 
actions. Public transport companies must always have 
access to staff with the right skills, available to work 
on these issues when required and able to keep up 
to date with methodological and technical changes. 
It also takes time and knowledge to identify the right 

1. STAFF AWARENESS
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opportunities, technologies, procurement criteria and 
funding opportunities. The same goes for convincing 
the organisation and its partners to invest in energy 
efficiency and carbon reduction. 

Staff availability and capacity issues are often linked 
to the size of the organisation. Smaller organisations 
find it harder to dedicate staff resources exclusively to 
energy and carbon issues. These areas are fast moving 
and can be very technical. Moreover, there are areas 
where experts still often disagree on the most promis-
ing technologies and the best investments. Some on-
line resources allow practitioners to keep abreast of the 
latest expert opinion and technology development. 
Participation in professional organisations such as UITP 
can also enable staff to exchange information on best 
practice and funding sources with other professionals. 

1.2. Communication strategy

Staff awareness is an important part of a carbon saving 
action plan, because of the massive potential savings 
without the need for significant investment. It is gener-
ally accepted that a minimum of 10% and up to 40% of 
an organisation’s energy use is wasted often due to staff 
behaviour17. This is not energy use that could be made 
more efficient through new boilers or lighting, this is 
simply energy that was never needed to be used at all, 
such as lights and computers left on when the business 
is closed. Most of this waste can be avoided through 

17.  In the UK, 21% of all business energy use is wasted by wrong staff behaviour.

getting people to change their behaviour rather than 
more traditional investments to improve energy effi-
ciency. Changing behaviour to get people to start or 
stop doing something, or just do something differently, 
doesn’t have to cost much. Often, the costs are simply 
staff time and some promotional materials, but given 
the potential energy use and cost savings, the payback 
period on behaviour change campaigns can be almost 
immediate. As a result, T2K partners recommend to 
build a communication strategy. 

Effective planning
The delivery of awareness campaigns may drive behav-
ioural change in staff and enable measurable results 
to be achieved over a short period. A communication 
strategy on energy use and carbon emissions should be 
built in successive steps: 

 ¾ The first step is to develop a communication and 
awareness plan for the carbon strategy. This requires 
having a clear understanding of the staff resources 
and defining important milestones. (For exam-
ple, you may choose to align your activities with a 
national or international promotion such as climate 
week, to maximise the benefits.). It is recommended 
you identify the objectives, how they will be meas-
ured and the resources you have available, including 
staff resources, promotional budgets, etc.

 ¾ Next, identify activities that will enable you to deliver 
your objectives. It is necessary to prioritise actions 
according to available resources. (For example, if you 
want to reduce the energy wasted due to lights and 
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 ¾ Finally, communicate the results and maintain momen-
tum. Too often, organisations do communication cam-
paigns and then stop: this is ineffective. The best way 
is to get people to adopt new habits so that they keep 
on doing them naturally.

It is very helpful to understand why people are behav-
ing in a certain way to identify how their behaviour can 
be changed most effectively. Staff surveys can be help-
ful in this regard, but equally useful can be site visits 
including chatting to site staff about any issues which 
might be impacting on their behaviour. For example, 
if staff changing the temperature settings on the ther-
mostat is an issue at a particular site, it could be that 
there are broader issues with the heating and cooling 
systems, which need investigating and resolving before 
staff behaviour can change. 

An energy week or an energy challenge are good exam-
ples of actions to be taken to raise the staff awareness. 

Energy week
An ‘Energy Week’ is an event designed to globally raise 
awareness of energy. The objective is to ensure that all 
staff members understand that they have a role to play 
in reducing the company’s energy use and to encour-
age them to take small steps towards improving energy 
efficiency at their place of work. In addition, raising staff 
awareness will encourage them to be more proactive in 
reporting energy waste. 

An Energy Week is a great opportunity to communi-
cate on all aspects related to energy efficiency and use. 

computers being left on, focus your actions on these 
areas.). Work with communication officers to iden-
tify appropriate actions and messages to be used to 
deliver the campaign. It has been shown that tailoring 
messages will deliver better results and that the lan-
guage used to engage people has a massive impact 
on the effectiveness of their engagement. (For exam-
ple, talking about carbon saved does not mean much 
to many people. However, you can get their attention 
with a message like this: “If everyone turned off their 
computer at night, the company would save enough 
money to pay for two bus supervisors…”)

 ¾ Then measure the results (ideally of individual actions) 
to assess their effectiveness and see what you might 
want to change, do again, stop doing, etc.

Fig. 46 – Four steps to implementing an awareness programme

STEP 1 Planning

STEP 2 Implementation

STEP 3 Checking  
and reviewing

STEP 4 Maintaining
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To be successful, an Energy Week should make use of 
appropriate measuring tools (see data collection and 
analysis above). 

Different media can be used to raise awareness amongst 
employees: 

 ¾ Posters and stickers to inform staff before the 
Energy Week, giving them background information 
on the initiative

 ¾ Publication of articles in internal magazines and on 
the intranet

 ¾ Distributing information packs including information 
on energy usage and tips to save energy

 ¾ Daily energy-saving tips can be emailed to all 
staff, as well as further e-bulletins and internal 
communications with information on energy saving

 ¾ Organising lunchtime seminars on specific topics
 ¾ Rewarding with a prize those who have made an 
effort (i.e. giving a chocolate bar to those who 
turned off their computers)

 ¾ Organising energy savings competitions and 
quizzes. 

Energy challenge
People will change their behaviour most when they 
are encouraged to do so through clear incentives. The 
organisation of an ‘Energy Challenge’ is a great way to 
mobilise the employees of a company to make energy 
savings. Performance-based rewards are a useful way 
to educate staff about energy efficiency measures. An 
important aspect of such a challenge is the ability to 
measure the energy savings, ensuring that good follow-
up is possible and that efforts are recognised. 

Before starting an energy challenge, one should make 
sure that the working environment is optimal. It makes 
no sense to start an energy challenge in a very poorly 
insulated building. In addition, the challenge should 
be organised over a long period of time (i.e. winter) 
to facilitate comparisons. Any success will depend 
on the potential for improvement as well as the moti-
vation of participants. Once the right behaviour has 
been adopted, results should remain stable if regular 
(monthly) reminding actions are planned. This requires 
the long-term involvement of a project manager and 
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support from the company hierarchy to ensure the full 
cooperation of all participants.

1.3. Staff travel planning

Staff travel planning today features among the top 
agenda items, due to increasing fuel costs and grow-
ing car traffic, especially in urban areas. It aims to pro-
mote sustainable transport and manage the demand 
for car use by changing employees’ behaviour. Some 
countries or regions have made it mandatory to estab-
lish transport plans for medium and large-size com-
panies. Staff travel planning involves implementing 
measures such as information and communication 
and organising alternative transport services. As part 
of their commitment to sustainability, energy sobriety 
and corporate image, transport operators should try 
to encourage their staff to choose low-carbon trans-
port options. The location chosen for sites (depots, 
workshop, office buildings) will strongly determine the 
behaviour of staff, since good public transport ser-
vices will encourage them to leave their car at home 
more often. Maintenance staff and drivers have to deal 
with inconvenient work hours, either early in the morn-
ing or late at night. As a result, alternatives to private 
transport for them may be compromised. 

Nevertheless, measures can be taken to influence com-
muting patterns, thus bringing significant benefits to 
the company:

 ¾ Better corporate image
 ¾ Less traffic in the vicinity of the building
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 ¾ Less need for parking on the site
 ¾ Improved productivity and motivation. 

Developing a transport plan requires a coordinated 
methodology: 

 ¾ Firstly, the main targets and philosophy should be 
defined, though not necessarily with figures

 ¾ Secondly, an audit of the present situation should be 
carried out through surveys and statistics analysis, 
to learn about current travel practices, and the con-
straints and advantages of these. Data about the res-
idential locations of employees and work schedules 
must be gathered. This data can be used to develop 
spatial sectors and time categories

 ¾ The third step involves setting up a plan, which should 
include tangible measures to achieve the predefined 
targets. In many cases, those measures will have to 
be incentives, in order to be efficient, and they will 
require the allocation of a specific budget. Examples 
of incentives include: 

 ¡ Free access to public transport
 ¡ Organising a shuttle service by bus or taxi 

during night hours
 ¡ Carpool database for staff members (can be 

open to other companies located nearby)
 ¡ Free access to company bikes or to a bike-

sharing system for daily commutes and 
professional use

 ¡ Financial help for employees purchasing a bike 
or using a bike-leasing scheme

Make the analysis

VALIDATION

VALIDATION

VALIDATION

Announcement of the project, 
internal data, survey employees

Prepare and manage 
the project

Choice of objectives, 
stakeholders, organization

Develop the plan
Consultation, solutions, budget

Implement and monitor
Consultation, solutions, budget

SURVEY

INFORM

CONSULTATION

INFORM

ACTIONS

INFORM

INFORM

Fig. 47 – Standard procedure to establish an action plan

 ¡ Discount on tickets purchased from another 
public-transport company

 ¡ Third-party contracts with car-sharing 
companies and/or shared use of company cars

 ¡ Parking management scheme. 

 ¾ The last step relates to communication, which is 
essential. Targeted awareness campaigns and fol-
low-up will act as important levers. Communication 
actions must be permanent and address various 
topics. 
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TICKET TO KYOTO ENERGY WEEK

A joint Energy Week was organised by all Ticket to 
Kyoto partners from 30 January 2012 to 5 February 
2012. It aimed to raise awareness of energy waste and 
encourage behavioural change among staff. Each com-
pany organised several actions to promote better use 
of energy. Every company also encouraged employees 
to propose other actions, calling on a suggestion box. 
The strength of the week was that it was a joint effort 
of all five project partners, taking place simultaneously 
in all cities. The partners had worked together before 
the Energy Week on exchanging ideas and resources. 
This resulted in a consistent style of communication in 
all companies. The goal was to show how these actions 
could impact the global energy consumption of each 
company. Due to very cold weather at the time, the 
results were below expectations and no clear conclu-
sion could be drawn from this event. However, aware-
ness campaigns have proved to be successful for all 
partners. 

ENERGY CHALLENGES IN DEPOTS AND 
WORKSHOPS IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

TAXI-DEPOT SERVICE IN BRUSSELS (STIB)

Since 2005, all STIB depots and workshops have organ-
ised transport for staff through a taxi company. The 
goal of this ’taxi-depot’ service is to transport drivers 
(tram, metro and bus) and technical staff from their 
homes to the place where they start their duty dur-
ing periods when public transport is not in operation. 
When public transport is operating, staff is encour-
aged to use it. The taxi-depot service is limited to 
the STIB network in Brussels. Drivers are picked up at 

the closest bus/tram stop to their home. Transport by 
taxi can be booked till 19.00 every day, enabling the 
depot management team to group the different runs 
and reduce the number of taxi cabs and related costs. 
If possible, the driver is informed about other possi-
bilities to get to work (walking, bike, public transport). 
STIB has also implemented an internal bike-sharing 
scheme and staff can subscribe free of charge to the 
regional bike-sharing service Villo! 

STIB has implemented energy challenges in sev-
eral depots and workshops, with a view to improving 
employees’ energy use behaviour. One such challenge 
was organised during the winter of 2011-2012 in the 
Jacques Brel metro and bus depot. Gas savings reached 
24% (472 MWh/year) and electricity savings reached 
12% (419 MWh), reducing the annual energy bill by 
around €50,000. 

OFFICES WORKSHOPS COMMUNICATION
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MOBILITY AUDITS OF OPERATIONAL SITES IN PARIS (RATP)

Staff commuting represented 9% of RATP carbon bal-
ance in 2011 (51.500 tons CO2eq). This is explained by 
the fact that many staff members can hardly use pub-
lic transport when they go to work because drivers and 
technicians are the ones opening and closing transport 
services early in the morning or late at night. For sites 
generating many staff travel, RATP is required by the 
French law to conduct a mobility audit. This mobil-
ity audit consists of a diagnosis of the site accessibil-
ity, a mobility sur- vey among the staff members, the 
establishment of an action plan and the definition of 
monitoring indicators. For the Val de Fontenay office 
building site with more than 2,300 staff members, the 
mobility audit has highlighted  the good accessibility in 

public transport resulting in a high public transport use 
(around 80%). It also showed that some 46% of the staff 
members spent more than 50 minutes (regional aver-
age) to get to their work and that some 80 people could 
easily come by bike. The action plan consists in creating 
a carpooling website for the employees, implementing 
automatic e-mail alerts in the case of a public transport 
service disruption, improving the pedestrian and bicy-
cle paths around the site and rationalizing the use of the 
parking facilities. A “mobility day” organised on site will 
offer ecodriving training sessions for car users, safety 
training sessions for motor bikers and cyclists and pro-
vide general information on the different ways to get 
to work. 

Fig. 48 – Comparison of commuting times between car and public transport, Val de Fontenay site, RATP

OFFICES WORKSHOPS COMMUNICATION
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2.1. Need for public transport 
to remain a low-carbon option

Energy efficiency and reduced carbon emissions are 
not currently identified as important priorities within 
the wider urban transport policy framework. This is due 
to public transport being perceived as a generally low-
carbon option, with a mode shift from private cars to 
public transport seems to be a priority to reduce trans-
port sector emissions. Yet this perception needs to be 
challenged, for the following reasons: 

 ¾ policies which aim to increase public transport use 
often result in additional energy use and related 
emissions (and costs) for the public transport sector 
(although this should result in lower energy use and 
emissions by passenger.kilometre and for the trans-
port sector as a whole)

 ¾ financially constrained transport authorities and 
operators will have difficulties funding additional 
energy costs (and carbon tax costs where this is 
implemented)

 ¾ energy efficiency is fast improving for new cars and 
the roll-out of electric cars in future years could result 
in public transport journeys becoming less energy 
and carbon efficient than private car journeys. 

It is essential to raise the awareness of the public 
transport sector stakeholders on these issues with 
transport authorities and with regional and national 
government. The argument must be made that energy 
efficiency and carbon reduction in the public trans-
port sector is a sound investment, since this will ensure 
that: 

2. EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGEMENT

Public transport companies 
cannot work alone for reducing 
their energy use and the carbon 
emissions. A strong collaboration 
is required with the transport 
authorities, local and national 
governments, the industry and 
the suppliers. The Ticket to Kyoto 
project was a great opportunity to 
engage with these stakeholders in 
order to make sure public transport 
remains a low carbon option.
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carbon emission reduction and show that efforts need 
to be made to ensure that the public transport sector 
remains a low-carbon option in the long term (when 
competing with electric cars). It would also support 
public transport sector partners in setting challenging 
but realistic targets for performance improvement. 

The scope of emission reporting duties will need to 
be well defined, so that organisations can report key 
impacts without being required to report on a wide 
range of impacts which would become difficult and 
costly to measure and monitor. Without being too 
onerous, conversion factors used in reporting will 
need to be precise enough to enable a differentiation 
between operators. Those companies making an effort 
to improve their energy efficiency and carbon footprint 
should being rewarded through good publicity. 

2.3. Procurement process 
and contracts

Sustainable selection criteria
Transport companies must be encouraged to select 
suppliers and products on the basis of their energy 
use and carbon performance. Or they should at least 
be encouraged to give performance in these areas a 
stronger influence on purchasing decisions. This builds 
on the EU Clean Vehicles Directive, which requires that 
energy and environmental impacts linked to the opera-
tion of vehicles over their lifetime are taken into account 
in purchasing decisions. For that to happen, it would 
be useful to lobby national and EU-level governments 

 ¾ public transport services remain affordable through 
reduced energy and carbon costs (especially where 
emissions are taxed) and risks;

 ¾ public transport services remain able to com-
pete with the private car in terms of environmental 
benefits;

 ¾ public transport services also fulfil other priorities: 
congestion reduction, accessibility, use of space 

2.2. Carbon emission reporting 
in the transport sector

Transport companies should use their lobbying powers 
to request stronger requirements for energy use and 
emission reporting in the transport sector. Belgium, 
France, Germany, the Netherlands and the UK already 
have mandatory and voluntary regulations on com-
pany reporting regulations. These regulations apply to 
transport companies in some cases, although most of 
them are publicly owned organisations and therefore 
not required to comply with these rules. 

The above could be achieved through legal obliga-
tions implemented at the regional, national or EU level 
or through voluntary agreements between organisa-
tions within the public transport sector (potentially 
through UITP). The requirement to accurately report 
energy use and emissions would encourage organisa-
tions to be more proactive in measuring these impacts, 
which would improve their visibility across the organi-
sation and within the supply chain. This would raise 
the profile of investments in energy efficiency and 
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for stricter standards on energy efficiency and carbon 
content for traded goods and services. Further imple-
mentation of sustainable selection criteria in procure-
ment would also support the public transport sector 
in its effort to reduce Scope 3 GHG emissions from its 
supply chain. It would also further support the develop-
ment of low-carbon products and services and reduce 
the financial risks for organisations developing new low-
carbon services. 

Procurement teams must be encouraged to develop 
specifications and criteria, alongside project and pro-
gramme managers. Suppliers should also be involved in 
the development of suitable criteria and data require-
ments to ensure that this does not add significant costs 
to their products and services. 

Joint procurement of low-carbon vehicles
The development of joint procurement strategies and 
programmes for the purchase of low-carbon rolling stock 
has to be accelerated, at least at national level. Operators 
can join existing or new joint procurement initiatives. 

Joint procurement of low-carbon rolling stock should: 
 ¾ support the development of a critical mass of public 
transport authorities and operators willing to invest 
in low-carbon rolling stock (supporting investment 
in this emerging market)

 ¾ help with capacity and knowledge issues, especially 
for smaller organisations, by pooling knowledge and 
expertise across organisations

 ¾ deliver cost savings through economies of scale 
(where similar rolling stock can be used in different 
locations). 
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“European projects can provide valuable benchmarks  
for the state of the art in public transport. With Ticket to Kyoto, 
moBiel has shown how it’s possible to improve our public 
transport and make it even more climate-friendly.”
Gregor Moss 
City of Bielefeld, Head of Department for urban planning, construction and traffic.
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3. CIVIL SOCIETY INVOLVEMENT

The key messages to spread are: 
 ¾ Public transport produces less carbon emissions 
than private cars per passenger transported

 ¾ Everyone can reduce carbon emissions by choosing 
public transport

 ¾ Public transport sector is investing to reduce its 
carbon footprint.

3.2. CO2 calculator

The development of a CO2 calculator is a very useful 
tool for mobilising public transport customers around 
climate change issues and the impacts of each trip. 
This tool enables public transport operators to share 
information about emissions linked to the services they 
provide, and to compare these to emissions from other 
transport modes. 

Scope 
The carbon emissions of a transport service shall 
include both vehicle operational processes and energy 
operational processes, which occur during the opera-
tional phase of the transport service. The vehicle opera-
tional processes shall include operation of all on-board 
vehicle systems including both propulsion and ancillary 
services. The energy operational processes should at 
least include: 

 ¾ for fuels: extraction, refining, transformation, 
transport and distribution of energy at all steps of 
the production of the fuel used

 ¾ for electricity: extraction and transport of primary 
energy, transformation, power generation. 

Citizens are a strategic targeted 
audience for public transport 
operators in order to raise the 
awareness on the benefits of using 
public transport. Ticket to Kyoto 
has developed several actions 
aiming at informing the citizens 
on the improvements made by 
the five partners to reduce the 
energy use and the related carbon 
emissions.

3.1. Public campaigns

The aim of public campaigns is to familiarise the gen-
eral public with the idea of reducing carbon emissions 
and to position the organisation as an innovator in this 
field. Public transport companies are the ideal partners 
of a city or a region when it comes to communicating 
on energy challenges and GHG emissions reduction, 
for the following reasons: 

 ¾ Wide audience of passengers
 ¾ Extensive presence across a city
 ¾ Available places for communication media: TV 
screens, billboards, website, vehicles, etc. 

 ¾ Consistency in terms of the message. 
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The assessment shall not include the carbon emissions 
linked to: 

 ¾ leakage of refrigerant gases
 ¾ external movement devices like elevators and 
moving walkways

 ¾ processes involved in the transport services, 
like operation of buildings, staff commuting and 
business trips, computer systems, etc.

 ¾ the construction, maintenance and scrapping of 
vehicles

 ¾ construction, service, maintenance and dismantling 
of transport infrastructures used by vehicles

 ¾ non-operational energy processes, such as the 
production or construction of extraction equipment, 
transport and distribution systems, power 
production plants, etc. as well as their recycling and 
scrapping. 

If there is any official regulation, the included or 
excluded emissions must be in line with the require-
ments of the country. For instance, in France currently, 
the regulation calls for communication about carbon 
dioxide (CO2). 

Calculation
To monitor the emission of a trip, the company must 
split the trip into different legs (segments). The follow-
ing data must be known: 

 ¾ the breakdown of the route into segments and 
modes (walking, biking, car, bus, tram, etc.)

 ¾ a distance estimation for each segment
 ¾ a carbon emissions factor value for a reference 
distance of each segment. 

The first two points are directly linked to the route plan-
ner of the operator. Each network has its own methodol-
ogy to evaluate the distance on each segment. It can be: 

 ¾ real distances
 ¾ ‘as the crow flies’ distances
 ¾ ‘as the crow flies’ distances multiplied by a 
correction factor.

To be able to measure CO2 emissions, the trip calcula-
tor has to have access to the distance of the segments 
for the defined trip. The route planner must be built to 
allow the trip calculator to include the distance on each 
segment. 

The third point related to the CO2 emissions factor is 
derived from performance indicators based on a car-
bon balancing approach (see the performance indi-
cators section). The total emissions of the trip will be 
the sum of the emissions of each trip segment. The 
emission factors have to be updated according to the 
development of the performance indicators. 

To offer users a good understanding of the emissions 
caused by their travel and to allow them to compare 
these emissions to those from other modes of trans-
port, the trip calculator must clearly present on the 
website the methodology that has been used and the 
chosen emission factors. 
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EDUCATION PORTAL FOR SCHOOLS IN 
MANCHESTER (TFGM)

Children and parents are increasingly shunning public 
transport as a viable way to get to and from school. As a 
result, several generations of adults have grown up ever 
trying any form of public transport. This trend needs 
to be reversed for future generations. The key aim of 
the education portal is to promote public transport to 
children in an educational, relevant and engaging way. 
Ticket to Kyoto led to the design and development of 
the ‘Little Planet’ portal, which is a classroom-based 
teaching resource, linked to the UK national curricu-
lum. It teaches pupils about the impact of their travel 
choices, allows them to calculate the carbon emitted 
from road-based transport for individuals and groups, 
and demonstrates how more sustainable travel can 
help reduce carbon and other emissions locally and 
regionally.

CASE STUDIES

CARBON EMISSIONS REPORTING  
FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPERATORS  
IN FRANCE 

In France, carbon reporting has been compulsory since 
December 2012 for private sector organisations with 
more than 500 staff; public sector organisations with 
more than 250 staff; regional, sub-regional and local 
authorities with more than 50,000 inhabitants; and cen-
tral government. This information is publicly available 
and updated every three years. Organisations are also 
required to publish a summary of their action plan to 
reduce carbon emissions for the three-year period. 
French reporting guidelines require organisations to 
use national emission factors for electricity use. Since 
October 2013, all transport providers (public transport 
as well as car rental, flights or freight) have also been 
required to provide information to their customers on 
the amount of CO2 emitted for their journey. 

Fig. 49 – View of the environmental information for passengers in 
Paris, RATP

COMMUNICATION
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CO2 CALCULATOR IN PARIS (RATP)

RATP has developed a CO2 calculator available directly 
from the homepage of the company website. Every 
time a request is made for a trip, the results page indi-
cates the CO2 impact of the travel. Two values are given 
and show the CO2 equivalent emissions due to traction 
energy for one passenger: 

 ¾ CO2 emissions generated by using public transport 
(distance hypotheses for public transport are ‘as the 
crow flies’ distances between each stop for all modes)

 ¾ CO2 emissions generated by the same trip done by 
using the car (distance hypotheses for car are ‘as the 
crow flies’ distances multiplied by the correction fac-
tor defined for the Ile-de-France Region). 

Fig. 50 – Screenshot of the RATP carbon calculator embedded in 
the trip calculator, RATP
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T
he Ticket to Kyoto project has raised the importance of acting on 
energy use and CO2 emissions in order for public transport operators 
and authorities to remain a low carbon travel option. Future energy sup-
ply and costs are uncertain and profound changes are expected in the 

coming years and decades. As a result, transport companies need to pre-
pare themselves and adapt their activities to this rapidly evolving context. 

Ticket to Kyoto has been a highly successful project and this is for several 
reasons. 

Firstly, the strong cooperation and good mutual understanding among five 
partners across Europe led to a common analysis of the energy and car-
bon issues in the public transport field. This transnational and transparent 
approach enabled the participants to exchange information and expertise 
on specific topics. They have demonstrated with their own experience that 
tackling energy issues requires a coordinated approach and that it is neces-
sary to develop a strategic vision on how the public transport sector can 
move towards more energy efficiency and less carbon intensity. Together, 
they developed and tested tools for developing a carbon strategy and 
defined clear performance indicators to evaluate their ecological progress 
over time. This contribution will benefit any transport company building its 
own energy and carbon strategy. 

Secondly, the project has not only focused on research, information 
exchange and strategy building but allowed each partner to improve its cur-
rent practices and invest in energy-saving or energy production systems in 
order to significantly reduce their energy consumption and carbon footprint 
but also to significantly decrease the costs. Among the investments, it is 
worth noting the building of a hydropower system to supply an interchange 
in Manchester, the use of an adiabatic cooling system and a heat pump 
in metro stations in Paris, the implementation of a combined heat and 
power unit in a depot in Brussels, the creation of a green station in 
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Bielefeld, the ecodesign of station offices in Rotterdam and the simultane-
ous installation of braking energy recovery systems in Bielefeld, Brussels and 
Rotterdam. These actions were made possible thanks to the INTERREG IVB 
NWE funding and proved to be very successful. They will undoubtedly lead 
the way for more innovation within the public transport sector and shall be 
considered as relevant case studies for other companies. 

Finally, Ticket to Kyoto was an incredible human adventure bringing together 
people with different national and corporate cultures to learn from each other’s 
experiences and technical expertise. They were inspired by the virtuous circle 
of the “shared value creation concept”18 stating that companies can generate 
economic value by creating societal value. Raising the awareness of the com-
pany staff, external stakeholders and citizens was a key feature of the project. 
Public campaigns and international events were organised and mobilised peo-
ple from all over the world. The feedback received from the public transport 
sector was very positive and the project has won a number of prizes recogniz-
ing its high quality in terms of ecological improvement and cost cutting. 

All of this was made possible by the amazing commitment of the Ticket 
to Kyoto team who spared no effort during the four years of the project. 
This book traces the history of this major European cooperation and will, 
hopefully, help others to embark on a “sustainable journey to… and beyond 
Kyoto”. 

The T2K coordination team

18. Michael E. Porter, Harvard Business School
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We have in Manchester the 
fastest growing economy in 
the UK outside of London. 
One of our most significant 
challenges is therefore to 
nurture that growth in a way 
that does not damage our 
environment. In other words, 
mass transit without mass 

emissions!

Dr Jon Lamonte 
Chief Executive,  
TfGM, Manchester

With Ticket to Kyoto, 
we wanted to take our 
responsibility to tackle 
climate change and decrease 
CO

2
 emissions of public 

transport in the Rotterdam 
area. Now the project has 
ended, we hope other public 
transport companies will 
follow our example and learn 

from our best practices.

Pedro Peters 
CEO,  
RET, Rotterdam

The Ticket to Kyoto 
improvements in public 
transport energy efficiency 
neatly match our ambitious 
public transport growth 

strategy ‘moBiel2030’.

Hans-Jürgen Krain 
Commercial Director,  
moBiel, Bielefeld

In June 2010, during the kick-
off meeting of the project,  
I have been impressed by the 
motivation of the partners. 
Since then, the exchange 
of good practices has 
been fruitful and inspiring 
for our organisations. 
Innovative investments 
have been made, which 
have already demonstrated 
their operational interest. 
RATP is also proud to have 
actively contributed to the 
development of a carbon 
accounting tool dedicated to 
the public transport sector. 
This will allow all players in 
the industry to set strategic 
targets for reducing CO

2
 

emissions.

Isabelle Ockrent 
Senior-Vice President,  
Communications & Brand Strategy 
RATP, Paris

Thanks to the high quality 
of the technical exchanges, 
the five public transport 
companies have built up 
a solid foundation for low 

carbon public transport.

Brieuc de Meeûs 
CEO,  
STIB, Brussels
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AC: Alternating current
ADEME: French Environment and Energy Management 

Agency 
AMR: Automatic meter reading
BREEAM: Building Research Establishment Environmental 

Assessment Methodology
CBA: Cost-Benefit analysis
CCTV: Closed-circuit television
CFL: Compact fluorescent lamp
CHP: Combined Heat and Power
CNG: Compressed natural gas
CO2: Carbon dioxide
dB: Decibel
DC: Direct current
DGNB: Deutsche Gesellschaft für nachhaltiges Bauen
EPC: Energy Performance Contracting
EPIC: National public entity dedicated to activities of 

industrial and commercial nature. 
ESCO: Energy Services Company 
ESS: Energy storage system
ETS: Emissions Trading Scheme
EU-27: European Union with 27 Member States
EU: European Union
FTE: Full-time equivalent
GBP: British Pound
GHG: Greenhouse gas 
GWh: Gigawatt hour
HQE: Haute qualité environnementale
HVAC: Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 
IEA: International Energy Agency

IPMVP: International Performance Measurement and  
Verification Protocol 

km: Kilometre
km2: Square kilometre
kV: Kilovolt
kWh: Kilowatt hour
LED: Light emitting diodes
LPG: Liquid petroleum gas
m/s: Metre per second
M€: Million euro
m2: Square metre
MWh: Megawatt hour
NWE: North-West Europe
OPEC: Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 

Countries
Pax.km: Passenger.kilometre (equivalent to one 

Passenger travelling one kilometre)
PIR: Passive infra-red
RER: Regional express trains (Ile de France Region)
ROI: Return on investment
Seat.km: Seat.kilometre (equivalent to the provision of 

one seated place during one kilometre)
STIF: Transport authority in the Ile de France Region
T2K: Ticket to Kyoto
TCO: Total cost of ownership
TCO2: Ton of CO2

teq CO2: CO2 ton equivalent 
UPS: Uninterruptible power system
V:  Volt

GLOSSARY



Reducing carbon, energy and costs 
in public transport
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Réduire les émissions de CO2,  
la consommation d’énergie  
et les coûts du transport public
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